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JAM ES D E JA R N E T T E  
H ARO LD LANSING  
GEORGE ENG LAND
T o those in the P ro fession  of F o restry :
This, the  1924 issue of the  F o restry  K aim in, is 
the first to  b e  pu b lish ed  u n d er the  new  policy of 
the  Club. T h e  size of the  m agazine has been  
reduced  w ith a v iew  to w ard  g rea te r convenience 
in handling . W e h av e  en d eav o red  to  m ake the 
new  K aim in a w orth -w hile  m agazine, an d  it is our 
hope  th a t w ithin these  pages will be  found  item s 
th a t are of help  a n d  in te rest to F oresters. If we 
have ach ieved  this p u rp o se  w e shall feel th a t the  
tim e d ev o ted  b y  C lub m em bers in the p rep a ra tio n  
of the K aim in has b een  well spent.
W e wish to  th an k  those w ho subm itted  m ateria l 
to  us for their sincere in terest an d  h ea rty  co -o p e ra ­
tion. W ith o u t th e ir aid  this issue w ould  no t have 
been possible.
— T h e E ditors.
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THE TRAIL TO TH E SETTIN G  SU N
B y  S T E W A R T  V A N  D E R  V E E R
As I look back o ’er the winding track' that leads to the setting sun,
There’s a poignant pang like a bowstring’s twang when I  think that my race is run 
For the lone campfire in the swamp and mire, or high on the mountain’s peak,
Has spread its dust, as a campfire must, when the distant spaces speak.
How I  long for a night in the campfire’s light—a pipe and a trusted friend,
With a darting blaze and the white smoke’s haze, and no thought of the tra il’s true end 
And I  dream and sigh for the wild duck’s cry, with the song of the wind in the breaks 
Just to make my way at the break of day to the plains and distant lakes.
There’s a certain charm in a night alarm or the cry of a frightened loon 
And the crunch, crunch, crunch, as the horses munch the grass ’neath the rising moon. 
Yes, I  want to get back from the beaten track to the smell of the trees again 
Where a m an’s scot free and he laughs in glee at the book-wrought fetters of men.
Have you ever heard some restless bird away there in the dark,
While a wild cat creeps, then swiftly leaps and leaves his crimson mark,
While down by the lake in the matted brake, a bullfrog croaks in the grass,
As with sulking fear, near a  rotting steer, the coyotes chant their mass?
When the morning light drove off the night and the embers, cold and grey,
Made a ghostly mound on the dampened ground at the break of the new-born day,
With the fire just right and the pipes alight wre laughed as the tea-pot sang
And the horses pranced while the trail-liounds danced round the heels of my bay mustang.
Now' I  chain my mind to the daily grind and I  think, with a rueful smirk,
Of the days gone by and the boundless sky and this hellish thing called work,
While my fingers itch for the diamond hitch and the cool, white butt of a gun;
Fate shuffled the pack but I  think I ’ll go back to the trail of the setting sun.
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A DAY W ITH  RANGER BILL
B y  W. M . R U S H  
D ep u ty  S u p erv iso r , L e w is  a n d  C lark  N a tio n a l F o r e st .
I t was during those times along about 1910 tha t Gregory Fitzhugh, 
the famous author of out-door stories, made a trip  on the Potomac Na­
tional Forest to secure local color for th a t new book he was writing on 
“The Psychological Effects of the Grandeur and Nobleness of Lofty Moun­
tain Peaks on the Forest R anger’s Mind.” His previous book, entitled 
“The Life-Story of Percy Reginald Morris-Ross, the Forest Ranger of 
Pleasant Dell Valley,” had proven very popular and many copies had 
been sold in the Atlantic states, a few scattered copies even making 
their way as fa r west as the M arietta River.
Picture, if you can, our friend Gregory, about fifty  years of age, 
grey haired, with considerably more embonipoint than most out-door men 
carry, dressed in approved Abercrombie & Fitch fashion, and with the 
burden on his shoulders of giving to the world the story of the 
romantic life of the riders of our great National Forests.
Gregory received a large white horse, equipped with a McClellan sad­
dle and martingale, and took his place a t the head of the party, which 
was composed of the D istric t Forester, Maulson, a plant expert of the 
Bureau of Plant Industry, Ilauton, the supervisor of the Potomac, and 
H arry Coffman, the d is tric t ranger. In the order named they rode 
up the historic valley of the Pebble River to old Daddy Mole's hotel. At 
this place they were to meet Ranger Bill, who would relieve Ranger 
Harry as wet-nurse to the party.
Ranger Bill was unaw are of the honor which was to be his of acting 
the role of the typical forest ranger in the ensuing seven days and was 
not at all prepared to do the part. The previous two days he had 
spent in helping segregate three bands of sheep which had run together 
the week before when a careless camper let his campfire get away and 
burn up a few sections of tim ber and, incidentally, furnished Bill and 
fifty men with plenty of work. So you can imagine how Bill looked. 
TJnbathed and unshaven for about two weeks, hair th a t had been un­
trimmed for a couple of months, clothes—well, hardly enough rem nants 
of clothes to mention, d irty  on the outside and oh, so dry on the inside, 
riding out to Daddy Mole's to clean up and take on a little  of Daddy’s 
famous rhubarb wine before h itting  the sticks again. Ju s t imagine his 
chagrin when his old cayuse ambled into the corrals and heard Coffman 
tell him tha t he was elected for a week's trip  with the highbrows. Old 
Gregory would not shake hands w ith what he thought was a sheep- 
herder, as Bill actually looked to be, and the D istrict Forester and 
Hauton hated to before Gregory, as all day long they had been away 
up in the clouds with their conversation and it was hard  for them to 
come down to earth  so quickly.
That night, after supper, Bill listened to Gregory’s stories about 
Southern Italy, the picturesque shepherds in the Swiss Alps, the wonder­
ful Mount Blanc and the Dent la Chat in France, the flowery fields in 
the forests of Germany, and the wonderful herds of red deer in the
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Black Forest. Bill wished that Gregory were in some of those places 
instead of being on the Potomac N ational Forest in Montana, as on the 
morrow he m ust pilot the author and his party  along fifteen miles of 
sheep driveway over which th irty  thousand head of Merinos had passed 
only a few weeks previous, and then, for th ree miles, within sight of the 
still smouldering three thousand acre fire  which was now under patrol.
Bill avoided the author the next morning and rode in the lead up 
the tra il which was also the sheep drive-way, with Mr. Maulson, the 
poison plant expert. Maulson wTas a good fellow to be out with, but, as 
with most specialists, was wrapped up in his work and thought of little 
else besides poison plants. A fter the party  had been out for a half hour 
or so. the conversation between Bill and Maulson drifted, much against 
B ill’s wishes, to stock-poisoning plants.
“I noticed considerable patches of Prim us demissa bush along the 
rim yesterday. Are many sheep poisoned by it in the fall?” asked Maul­
son.
“Nope,” said Bill.
“I presume you do not have Hymenoxys floribunda in this locality?”
“D on't think so,” ventured Bill.
“We carried on studies in Colorado last year on the effects of 
Astragallus mollisimus and Hymenoxys floribunda as regards sheep and 
secured some very interesting results.”
“Is th a t so?” murmured tthe now thoroughly subdued Bill, looking 
for a chance to  escape.
“Yes, and also got some valuable data on Aeonitum columbianum.”
But Bill had made his slip by stopping to cinch up his saddle and let­
ting the D istrict Forester ride past. him. This left Bill between the 
D. F. and Hauton, the supervisor.
Up to this time Hauton had not had a chance at the ranger a t all 
and so started  in to make the most of th is opportunity.
“How many chains of fire-line did you build on that fire?”
“ ’Bout two and a half miles,” promptly replied Bill.
"W hat is the cost per chain of held line?”
“Can’t say yet. Haven’t  had time to figger it up." said Bill.
“Have you figured up the expectation value of the young growth 
destroyed, and the replacement cost apportioned throughout a ten-year 
period?”
“Well, I  started  to do that but haven 't got i t  done yet.”
Bill was again getting into hot w ater but the author was behind him 
and the D. F. ahead, so he thought he would stick it out for a while. 
But the I). F. had all he wanted of poison plant dope and, w ith the ex­
perience born of long practice, deftly cut in between Bill and the super­
visor by stopping and having Bill look a t a loose shoe 0 1 1  his horse. Our 
ranger was used to all sorts of hardships, so he only sighed deeply when 
the D istrict Forester propounded his f irs t observation.
“This five-needle pine here is the P inus flexilis, is it not?”
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“Yes,” replied Bill.
“How do you distinguish it from the Pinus albicaulis?”
That was a stumper and Bill saw where he had been trapped, but 
he, too, used his noodle once in a while and, quickly dismounting and 
looking intently a t some dog tracks in the soft earth  along the trail, re­
marked : “Here are some wolf tracks. A male wolf, about a three-year 
old. Has been in a trap  some time or other. Passed along here about 
two hours ago.”
Not a question was asked—no one wanted to appear as not being 
perfectly aware of the accuracy of Bill’s deductions. The ranger had 
maneuvered himself to the rea r of the party  with the author between 
himself and the D. F.
By this time the party  was on top of the divide and the country 
for many miles around was in view. The author was ecstatic over the 
scenery.
“Why, the M atterhorn is no more beautiful, no more grand, no 
more awe-inspiring than this,” he exclaimed. “This would be a regular 
Field of Ardath if it wasn’t for the despicable sheep you Forest Service 
men allow' in here. The nation’s wonderful resources should not be ex­
ploited and spoiled by a few mercenary stockmen and X am going to 
see that proper legislation is introduced in our Congress to prevent it. I 
shall call on Mr. Roosevelt personally, when I  return  to Washington, 
and take this m atter up with him. Why, just look ! Erosion is already 
taking place on this very spot, and it  will be only a m atter of time until 
deep gullies are washed out and the mountains ruined.”
As I have stated, Bill was inured to hardships of all kinds but this 
last was more than any m ortal could stand, so he rode up to the super­
visor and asked him to go on into camp with the party  and he w’ould 
climb up to the lookout point to see how the lookout was making it, and 
would be in camp before dark. He rode off hurriedly before anyone 
could offer to go with him.
Bill rode up on the hill, dismounted, and watched the outfit winding 
down the trail.
“I wish th a t another three thousand acre fire would s ta rt,” he 
growled. “How in heck I w'ill manage to stick it out seven days with 
that gang the Lord only knows. Guess I ’d better go down, though, and 
see that they shut the pasture gate as I do not want to hunt horses in 
this country.”
After shutting the gate behind them he made a small detour of the 
camp and came to Frenchy’s tent. French.v wras not a shepherd, even if 
he did herd sheep, in fact, he would have been highly insulted had any­
one called him a shepherd. The only name he was ever called by was 
“Frog sheepherder,” except th a t a t times various and sundry adjectives 
were added to this title.
Frenehy was fresh from the old country and knew but little about 
Montana’s flora, fauna, customs or people. That day a small black bear 
had come into his tent and was surprised by Frenehy who, thinking the 
bear was someone's big dog, proceeded to kick it out of the tent. It
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m ust have been an aw ful battle as Frenchy’s clothes were torn to ribbons 
and stained with blood.
“He bite me He broke my shirt, he broke my pants, he bite me, he 
claw m e!1 Sacre. he bad dog, le chien n o ir!’’ excitedly explained the 
sheepherder to Bill.
"Well, 1 11 be darned, Frenehy, if you haven't licked a bear single- 
handed !”
“Oui, oui,” responded Frenehy. “Mais, he broke my bran’ new sh irt!”
The ranger had a good laugh over the incident and afte r eating sup­
per w ith the sheepherder, went on to the Forest Service camp where, as 
he expected, the author was having a hard  tim e finding a suitable spot 
on which to lay his camel’s hair blankets. Although he had written nu­
merous stories of camping trips, this was the firs t tr ip  he had made 
v here the firs t camp was two days’ travel on horseback, and old 
Gregory was sore, both in body and mind. H is legs and thighs ached 
and his underw ear stuck to the sore places, the grub did not suit him at 
supper time, the smell of sheep along the tra il had offended his fastidious 
taste  and the sight of the three thousand acres recently burned was a 
blow to his ideas of forest protection.
W hen he saw Bill he called him to one side and asked, “Would you 
be offended il I returned to Mr. Mole’s hotel tomorrow and awaited the 
re tu rn  of this party  a t th a t place? I find th a t I  cannot do my work 
so well nor so effectively while camping out this way as I could in more 
harmonious surroundings.”
“We would most surely miss you 0 1 1  the tr ip  but if you find that
your work can be done as well a t Mole’s as w ith us, I  think perhaps
it can be arranged so th a t you can go out tomorrow.”
To him self Bill thought, “Gosh! I imagined he’d last longer than 
that, bu t I m sure relieved some. I f  only the lookout will report another
tire  in the morning I ’ll be happy.”
All of which explains why “The Psychological Effects, etc.,” by 
Gregory Fitzhugh lias never been w ritten. Local color was too hard to 
obtain.
RAIN ON A TENT
I t ’s raining, raining, raining 
As 1 lie here on my bed,
A drizzle, drip and drizzle 
On the canvas overhead.
So I  draw  the blankets closer 
And think of the ancient j e s t :
It rains all night—and Sundays,
So the foresters can rest.”
J A C K  F R O H L IC H E R .
— B y  P e r m iss io n  o f  U . S. F . S.
A S T A T E  F O R E S T  S C E N E
T h e p o ten tia lity  o f ou r S ta te  F o r e s t  r eso u rces  m ay. b e  fe lt  a s  w e ll a s
seen  in  our deep  fo r e sts  an d  rap id  s tr ea m s. ‘
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M O N TA N A ’S ST A TE FO RESTS
B y  r . p .  M cL a u g h l i n ,
S ta te  F o r e ste r .
M ontana owns about 500,000 acres of S tate Forests. These were 
quired when the sta te  was created, through grants made by the fed­
eral government, chiefly to the common schools and other educational in­
stitutions of the state. Montana has been, therefore, a forest owner from 
the tim e it was made a state.
The sta te constitution classifies all lands which are chiefly valuable 
for the tim ber th a t is on them, as tim ber lands (forests). The constitu­
tion. under the requirem ents of the enabling act, fixed a minimum 
land value of $10 per acre for all s ta te  lands, and requires th a t each tract 
proposed for sale must be appraised, and sale cannot be made for less 
than the appraised price. Under these requirements, therefore, speculation 
in the purchase of forest lands is practically  prohibitive, since a law 
was also passed in 1909, fixing the minimum price per thousand feet 
of sta te  timber a t $3. I-Ience the appraisal of a tra c t of sta te  land will 
obtain about these minimum figures: $10-)-(3x 7)=$10-|-$21, or $31
per acre, when $10 per acre is the minimum land value fixed by the con­
stitu tion  and 7,000 feet equals a fa ir  stand of tim ber per acre, valued 
a t $3 per 1,000 feet, the minimum value of green saw timber as fixed 
by Ian . Since no one can afford to purchase forest lands a t these fig­
ures, the situation is fortunate for the state, and the wisdom of these 
provisions is becoming every day more apparent.
The State Permanently in Forestry.
Therefore, Montana is perm anently an owner of forest lands. It can 
not get out of the business. Possibly this fact was recognized when in 
1309, by leg is la tee  enactment, the foundations for their more scientific 
management were established by creating the outlines of a S tate Forest 
Department. Since the sta te  can not get out of the business of a forest 
owner, and since the business is a profitable one, it is logical for the 
s ta te  not only to stay in the forestry business, but to expand and extend 
its forest ownership. Moreover, the s ta te  must stay in the game, and 
grow into the game, by reason of those conditions th a t make it impossible 
to escape the responsibility of preserving its own resources. To supplv 
our industries we are cutting tim ber from all forest lands in the state, 
a t  the ra te  of nearly 80,000 acres per year. Variously owned forest lands 
a re  being burned a t a fully equal rate. In consequence, we have accumu­
lated in Montana during the past 25 or 30 years almost a million acres 
T t „ r  , i  S t h a t  a r e  m 0 r e  ° r  , e s s  in a w»ndition o f  non-production, 
whi i ti" Km -U' ' S ° f Was,e lailcJs are a burden to every community in 
ment », 7  * threaten to lim it the sta te ’s industrial develop-
"  . * ” Pa— - They mU8t recovered, reforested, and protected
for our mfner Th“* “  -lade again to grow timber
The h isto r" o ^ f  T T  , Watersheds that a8a«re Power and irrigation. 
L a T o V ’ depletion in the east m ust not be repeated in Mon-
,  Thf  exPerlment .s too costly. Forty million dollars a vear freight 
bills for imported lumber is the price paid by some eastern states fo
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having formerly been reckless and careless with their forests. I t  isn’t 
sound business for those regions adapted to growing timber to have to 
import lumber. With these 500,000 acres of S tate Forests, we can not 
afford to be careless. They compose a valuable part of the public lands 
of the state, to be paid in tru s t for the people of Montana- The pro­
ceeds from this property, as prescribed by the enabling act, and the 
state constitution, go wholly to the benefit of Montana's institutions. 
While every citizen of the sta te  is indirectly benefited by the S tate 
Forests, the chief and direct beneficiaries are Montana’s educational 
institutions.
A S T A T E  F O R E S T  C U T T I N G
P ilin g  an d  b u rn in g  th e  s la s h  is  a p r a c tica l m eth o d  o f  p r e se r v in g  th e  
you n g  tim ber.
DISTRIBUTION OF RECEIPTS FROM SALES OF STATE TIMBER 
CROPS FOR THE PERIOD COVERED BV THE STATE 
FORESTER’S SEVENTH BIENNIAL REPORT.
Institution— Amount.
Common Schools ...................................................................................... $ 71,627.61
Agricultural College .....................     19,688.62
Agricultural College Bonds ..................................   19.365.33
Deaf and Dumb Asylum ......................................................................  9,008-29
Capitol Buildings ...............................................   111,867.63
School of Mines ......................................................................................  21,444.25
State Normal School................................................................... -............ 28,538.37
State Reform School .....................................................   1,586.34
University  .............................................................................................  936.26
$284,062.70
There should be some direct contact between the representatives of
these different beneficiaries and the S tate Forestry Department, which
has the management of this tru s t estate. That contact should possibly
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>e in the natu re  of a Board of Advisors to the S tate Board of Land 
Commissioners and the S tate Forestry Department. Such a board could 
be composed of ex-officio members of these sta te  institutions, with repre­
sentatives from the lumber industry, authorized by law to confer and 
.11 mm w i the State Board of Land Commissioners and the State 
I-orester. upon m atters of policy affecting the use and management of 
e a n t e  Forests. A degree of permanence in policies of State Forest 
use and management could thus be established, uncolored and unaffected 
changes m the political complexion of the S tate Board of Land
tru s t 'e s ta f" ei S i The imP° rtanCe " n(1 Va,Ue of «»<■ S ^ te  Forests as a tru st estate are  too great to be left to the chance of politics. The proper
use and consequent returns from the S tate Forests involve principtes
management which require decades and generations to mature.
Consolidation of State Forests.
practIiceSthei,^ „ f ,mn »  pe™lanent ownership of forests and forestry
in„s to 'secim  ' ° * T  I endeavor t0 exchange its scattered forest hold-
matelv Z Z  There are sti11 available approxi­mately 100.000 acres of S tate Forest tracts, both surveyed and unsur-
la n d sc a p e s  o f  ou r Iakes  and  s tr e a m s  a re  a  io y  to  e v e r y  reat M on tan an .
f  fhe NationaI Forests thatvalue. The S tate is not in s t i r  i • "  & efim i l  area and equal timber 
like in character o r ‘of lesser timber’V a lu T ^ '^  ^  theref°r  landS Un‘
State Forests Created.
State Forest” (R e r ts w l^ ta t i i te ^ S ^ F  Controlled and managed as a t evised Statute, Sections 1907 and 1908), the Stillwater-
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Swan R iver units were each selected and secured for fu ture benefit of 
Montana s public schools. For the benefit of other educational institu­
tions of the State, other compact forest units have from time to time 
been selected, so th a t at present the chief S tate Foress may be designated 
and summarized as follows:
1,370,000,000 Ft., B. M.
Extension of State Forests
The S tate Forests of M ontana will inevitably be enlarged and ex­
tended. This extension will probably come about most rapidly by the 
acquisition of cut-over lands. The S ta te’s responsibility to keep ‘these 
cut-over lands productive and producing is vital to its existence and 
piosperity. The cut-over lands in private ownership are growing a t the 
ra te  of about 40,000 acres a year. T hat portion of these cut-over lands 
not adapted to agriculture m ust be kept in condition to grow timber 
I n v a te  owners of tim ber land in M ontana cannot he held
Aches on the right of me, 
Aches on the left of me,
Kinks in my backbone 
That cripple and grieve me. 
When shall my movements lie 
Filled with spontanit.v.
W here shall I  find a balm 
T hat can relieve me?
Name— Acreage. Quantity of Timber.
Stillw ater S tate Forest .. 
Swan River S tate Forest 
Coal Creek S tate Forest 
Ross Hole S tate Forest..
89,001) 700.000,000 Ft., B. M.
40.000 425,000,000 Ft., B. M.
18.000 170,000,000 Ft.. B. M
10.000 75,000,000 Ft., B. M
FIR ST D A Y IN  TH E F IE L D
—Clipped.
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FACTORS IN THE GEOGRAPHIC DISTR IBU TIO N  
OF PLANTS
B y  J . E . K IR K W O O D .
The distribution of plants in nature is guided and controlled by 
natural forces. To the casual observer certain facts of distribution are 
quite obvious, and the am ount of his knowledge in this direction may 
extend to considerable detail if  he has traveled widely. To the popular 
mind the obvious facts of geographic distribution are of in terest mainly 
from the standpoint of their manifold relations to prosperity and life. 
While these things are apparent to the scientific mind, to a degree even 
greater perhaps by reason of training, certain other considerations com­
mand attention, having to do w ith the causes of distribution and the 
reasons for the facts as we find them today.
Why one might ask, is a certain  species restricted to a single 
mountain peak while another and very sim ilar one covers a continent? 
Why is one species cosmopolitan, ranging over half the globe, while 
another member of the same family, sim ilar in appearance and habit, is 
found only in a small area? Why is the hartstongue fern found only 
in a few widely separated and very limited localities in North America 
and nowhere else nearer than  central Europe? Why do some of our 
forest trees native to the A tlantic states find their nearest relatives in 
eastern Asia? Why, to come nearer home, does one of our pines occupy 
but a limited area in western Montana, northern Idaho and parts  of the 
Cascade and Sierra Nevada mountains, while another, associated more 
or less with the former, extends its range over nearly half of North 
America? Such questions might be multiplied indefinitely and have long 
absorbed the interest not only of the botanist but of the zoologist, geolo­
gist and others in various branches of science and philosophy. Darwin 
drew upon the facts of distribution in support of his theory as to the 
origin of species and today Willis, an English scientist, employs the 
same materials in a contention as to the course of evolution directly 
opposed to the Darwinian view.
When one considers a species of very limited range he may reach one 
of two conclusions concerning i t ; either the species is a surviving rem­
nant of a waning race, or is a new originated form which as yet has 
not had time to stray  fa r beyond its birthplace. The element of time is 
always an important consideration, since the migration of plants from 
generation to generation and from year to year proceeds in accordance 
with the habits of the organism and the nature of the environment. We 
must regard the progress of a p lant in its dispersal as representing the 
result of contention between the forces within it making for survival and 
extension and (hose without which oppose its survival and extension. I t 
may be that a fortunate coincidence of reproductive vigor and lack of 
opposing forces will enable a plant rapidly to extend its sway over 
great areas, or, on the other hand, the development of unfavorable con­
ditions may operate to reduce to the point of extinction a race once 
widely dominant. Thus the solution of problems of geographic d istri­
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bution in many cases can not be found in existing conditions, but must 
lie fa r back in remote periods of geological history.
The geologist and the paleontologist have been mutually helpful in 
penetrating the history of the past. The geologist determines the age of 
the rocks and the sequence of the formations, while the paleontologist dis­
covers in fossil leaves, stems and other p a rts  of plants a  clue to the 
vegetation, of the earth  millions of years ago. Not only is this true as 
to the identity and relationships of the plants of those times, but also 
as to the climatic conditions under which they grew. From  such evi­
dence we learn of the former circumpolar distribution of Magnolias which 
now in the northern  tem perate latitudes are  confirmed to eastern North 
America and eastern Asia. Sim ilarly from  the skeletal remains of ani­
mals, even if no vegetal relics are found, accurate inference may be 
draw n as to the character of the p lant life. From w hat we know of the 
habits of such animals we associate horses w ith prairies and deer with 
forests, and by the structure of the teeth it can easily be determined 
w hether the anim al was of the browsing or the grazing kind and 
w hether his food was of soft shoots or of harder stems such as grasses. 
From geology we also learn of the past configuration of continents, of 
uplifts of land masses and of their subsidence below the sea, of the 
coming and going of the ice age, all of which played a very profound 
p art in determ ining both the natu re  of the present vegetation and its 
distribution. >
At one time a broad land bridge connected the Asiatic and American 
continents. During much of this extended period a mild climate obtained 
fa r to the north. Fossils show th a t many trees now confined mainly 
to the la titude of Virginia and southw ard grew freely in Canadian lati­
tudes. The gold-bearing gravels of northern California yield remains of 
Magnolia, sweet gum, prickly ash, and holly, not now indigenous to the 
Pacific Slope, but found in the southeastern states, also the fig and oaks 
of the present Mexican kind now found only much fa rth er south. From 
these facts it appears th a t northern California then had a climate 
about like th a t of the Gulf region of today.
This was a period of extensive m igrations of the forest flora east­
ward across the E urasian continent and North America. I t was a rich 
flora and covered extensive continental areas w ith hardwood genera, such 
as beech, walnut, sycamore, oak, hickory and many others, as revealed 
in fossil beds widely distributed over the plains of eastern Montana, 
M j oming and Colorado and fa r removed from the range of these trees 
a t the present time.
W ith the coming of the glacial age came also an elevation of the 
land which must have augmented the frigid conditions. The California 
coast was 2.000 to 3,000 feet higher than  a t the present time. Much 
of the northern flora w as destroyed. The continuous ice sheet swept 
the ground clear. Some species apparently  m igrated southward with 
the changing conditions and were preserved, while most of them suc­
cumbed to the advancing cold. In North America the high mountain 
langes lie generally north and south, which perm itted m igrations south- 
ivaid. On the Eurasian continent their direction is mainly east and west,
S C E N E  IN T H E  B I T T E R  R O O T  M O U N T A I N S .  '
E xposure tow ard  th e  so u th , g r a ss la n d  and  s c a t te r in g  y e llo w  p in e. In th e  
ravine, yo u n g  p in es  an d  D o u g la s  sp ru ce.
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which resulted in the extinction of most of the broad-leaved trees when 
the ice sheet almost literally  crushed them against the barrier, which 
accounts largely for the poverty of species in the European hardwood 
forests a t  the present day. Subsequent to the glacial period the plant 
life which had been driven from the north reclaimed to a large extent 
the devastated area  slowly, little by little, in successive waves. Some 
species w ith light seeds carried easily upon the wind have already 
reached their most northern limit, others, heavy seeded, have made head­
way slowly, and doubtless are still gradually  extending their frontiers, 
notw ithstanding the climatic changes resulting in drier conditions which 
m ust operate to em barrass their progress.
Direction of the prevailing winds have also been im portant factors. 
Coming from the southern Appalachian region, which was the safe harbor 
of many species in the stressful times of the ice age, borne on winds 
from the southeast, the white spruce and aspen have reached the Alaskan 
coast. I t  lias been pointed out th a t the forest vegetation of Nebraska 
entered th a t sta te  from the southeast. Many plants have entered Mon­
tana from the same source, making the ir way up along the river bottoms. 
Likewise from the Pacific Coast the larger p a r t of the flora of western 
Montana has been derived since glacial times, largely through the agency 
of the prevailing southwesterly winds. I t  is a significant fact that of 
the sixty-three woody species which have entered the ltocky Mountains 
from the west, twenty-seven have seeds winged or otherwise more or 
less fitted  for wind dispersal, fifteen have small or minute seeds and 
twenty-one have succulent fru its w ith sm all seeds, such as may be car­
ried readily by birds. Among the plants derived from the west there 
are no heavy seeded species unless the white bark pine be excepted, 
"  hich has seeds w ithout device for wind conveyance, but which are 
known to be carried by birds. Oaks grow in Oregon and Washington 
but none of them have raec-hed the northern Rockies, nor have any 
arrived from the Mississippi Valley, which is the home of numerous 
species of Oak in great abundance. Nor is i t  because the oak cannot 
grow in this region, for several vigorous specimens flourish on the Uni­
versity campus.
F orest conditions are more prevalent and the plant covering denser 
on the I acific fcdope of the Rocky M ountains than on the eastern side, 
which is clearly the result of climatic conditions of the present, but the 
greater richness of the flora calls for another explanation. The greater 
diversity of the topography between here and the Cascades and the fact 
th a t the distance is less than half th a t across the plains eastw ard from 
the summit of the continental divide probably accounts fo r the domi­
nance of the North Pacific element in the northern Rocky Mountain 
flora. In this m atter we should consider the fact th a t formerly, after 
the re trea t of the ice, the Great Basin reaching north into eastern 
Oregon and Washington and now semi-arid, was then occupied by the 
large lakes and a fa r more humid climate prevailed, which favored the 
eastw ard movement of species.
The principal refuge of western species in glacial times was in 
(Continued on Page 67)
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FLOODS IN UTAH
B y  F R E D E R IC K  S. B A K E R  
U . S. F o r e s t  S e r v ic e , O gden, U ta h .
We had some floods down th is way last year. Perhaps you read 
about them in the newspapers. It started  to rain like everything 
one evening and presently down came disaster, hitting particularly the 
little towns of W illard and Farmington, in both of which there was loss 
of human life and a big property loss. These floods did not s ta rt on 
National Forest land, for which we are duly thankful, but just the same 
we Forest Service people have been interested in floods down in this 
part of the country for so long while dealing with National Forest situ ­
ations that I was anxious to find out what caused these floods in W il­
lard and Farm ington; accordingly, I went and asked, this seeming the 
simplest solution of my difficulty. I t w asn't long before I found out. 
I was up at W illard talking to a fine old lady who told me about how 
the water came down through town.
B elow  —  W illard  
C anyon. S ix  p erson s  
lo st th eir  liv e s  a t  th is  
sp ot in  th e  la s t  flood .
A b ove— W h ere  th e  
ero s io n  b eg in s . O ver- 
g r a z e d  m o u n ta in  
range.
“It must have been an aw ful thunder storm,” I remarked.
“Thunder storm,” she said, “why it wasn’t any thunder storm a t all. 
it was a cloudburst. The cloud ran  right into the mountain and was 
torn open and all the w ater came tumbling out.”
“O h!” said I, for tha t was about all the occasion called for.
A few days later I went down to Farmington and was discussing 
the flood down there with some people who had seen it.
“Do you w ant to know how the flood started ,” said one man. “X 
was right out watching the whole thing. There came a tremendous storm
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up from  the west. Sort of a w ater spout formed out on the Great 
Salt Lake, and a solid column of w ater rose righ t up out of that lake 
and went righ t up over town here and came down on the mountain. I 
saw  it  go.”
‘‘W as it  sa lt w ater th a t fell?” I  asked.
“No,” said he. “it was fresh w ater, I  don't understand how nature 
separates the w ater from the salt—but, anyhow, I saw th a t water go 
righ t up out of the lake and come down on the mountain.”
“Uh, huh,” thought I  to myself, “here we learn some more.” I 
pursued my investigation further.
Another gentleman said to me, “Do you know w hat made that 
flood?” I  told him  I  didn’t, bu t w as willing to be enlightened.
He said, “Well, i t ’s ju s t like this, you see th a t there hadn’t been 
any flood in th a t Canyon for years and years. The bushes and trees 
grew righ t down to the stream  channel and clogged it  up. When this 
ra in  came the  w ater couldn’t  run off. I t  gathered together up there in 
the m ountains and m atted together a ll th is  brush and stu ff and got 
dammed back. When she burst, she came down through in a  tremendous 
flood. B ut now the channel is good and clean again and we won’t  have 
any more floods for another 40 or 50 years.”
“O h !” said I, “I ’m glad to know.” And still I  continued my pursuit 
of knowledge.
“Do you know w hat caused the flood?” asked another man, “why, 
i t  was the nature of the country. I t  w as so steep and rocky that the 
w ater ju s t came off of there as i t  would off a tin  roof and so. of course, 
there was a flood. N aturally had  to  be.”
“Yes,” said I, “sounds very probable.”
I t  was very obvious th a t an open season had been declared on flood 
theories. Every man was entitled to unlim ited bag and seemed to be 
out to do h is best.
Said I  to myself, “Why not make a collection of these wonderful 
products of the human brain  and see w hat they look like? I t  ought 
to be fully as interesting as collecting antiques or postage stamps."
Now, I  knew th a t down a t the G reat Basin Experim ent Station of 
the Forest Service they have been studying th is  sort of thing for some 
time and I thought to myself, “Well, maybe the Director down there 
can tell me something th a t will add to my collection of curious ideas re­
garding these disastrous floods.”
I t  happened th a t soon I went down there to the Experiment Station 
and I  said to the Director, “You know these floods we had th is sum­
mer up here in Utah,—well, w hat started  them ?”
He is a true scientist and showed his scientific train ing in his 
answer.
“I don’t  know,” said he. “But,” he continued, “I  have some ideas 
about the factors tha t modify the floods, th a t make them serious and de­
structive or not a t  a ll bad. Listen here.”
Well, I  listened to  the long, long ta le  he told me, and it certainly 
was very interesting. This is the s to ry :
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A F T E R  T H E  F L O O D .
P o w e r  h o u se  a t  th e  m o u th  o f W illa rd  C anyon .
The Manti Forest, In the good old days when National Forests were 
just new, was cursed w ith an extraordinary number of floods and ’way 
back in 1910 an investigation was made to see w hat caused such destruc­
tion down in th a t p art of the country every time it rained a h it hard. 
The results of this investigation are given to the world in Forest Service 
Bulletin No. 91, “Grazing and Floods.” The very title tells w hat the 
results of this study were. The man who did the looking could see 
grazing as the chief influence governing the floods. But you take the 
average low brow and the words of a scientific observer like this Forest 
Service man do not count for very much more than the word of a man 
who sees the Great Salt Lake whirled up in the sky and dumped down 
on top of a mountain. So while th is bulletin did a lot of good and 
caused certain beneficial changes in grazing practice down in th a t part 
of the country, it wasn’t entirely convincing. Nobody knew exactly 
how much influence grazing had on the flood situation. Some people 
thought it had a lot to  do with it, others thought it didn’t amount to 
much. So presently, when in 1912 the Great Basin Experiment Station 
was established on the M anti National Forest, it was decided to investi­
gate the relation of grazing to floods a t once.
The Manti National Forest lies on a plateau of sandstone and lime­
stone rock—soft and easily weathered. In the flanks of th is plateau, 
streams have eaten back canyons which are typically narrow  in their 
lower courses but right up a t the top where they meet the main range 
they suddenly spread out into broad fan-shaped basins. Lots of people 
have thought th a t it was merely the shape of these basins th a t caused 
the floods, the waters being caught here to be shot down through the 
narrow canyons ju st like home-brew going through a funnel. The stream  
beds tell clearly enough th a t the flood damage sta rts  away up there, but 
just why they sta rt there isn 't so easily told. Accordingly, when they
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came to investigate the m atter, they decided to study it  up in these 
basins. At the head of Ephraim  Canyon two nice wedge-shaped segments 
of the fan-shaped basin were selected—10 acres in each. These wedges of 
country were fenced in and down a t the foot where all of the gullies 
came together, settling tanks were installed, fixed up with weirs, so 
th a t a f te r  every storm it  would be possible to tell how much water 
came down off the ten acres and how much rock and sediment was 
brought down with the water, as th is would be left in the settling tank. 
These tanks were made good and large, but you've no idea how the 
w ater runs down off those hillsides when it rains hard, and they pres­
ently had to be enlarged. At the present tim e one of these tanks is 36 
feet long, 12 feet wide and 4 feet deep ; and the other about 24 feet long,
6 feet wide and 4 feet deep. Ths big one has been chock full after one 
single storm, a t that.
Now, this being a highly scientific undertaking, it had to be done 
ju st so—no fooling around, judging by observation, etc.—everything had 
to be measured and checked and fixed up right. So firs t of all these two 
areas th a t were chosen had to be compared w ith each other for a period 
of five years so th a t the normal relationship between runoff on the 
two could be judged, the areas being grazed and trea ted  ju s t the same 
during th a t period, for the two areas were not exactly alike. One area 
known as "A” had a deep gully running down the middle of it with a 
number of side feeders coming i n ; the other one—l'B''—had a lot of 
parallel gullies which did not m eet un til they were down a t the set­
tling basin and weir. Of course, the runoff on the first was a good 
deal greater than on the second because the w ater tended to gather 
together in a single channel and get a good shoot down to the settling 
ta n k ; whereas in the other it had to flow through small, narrow, crooked 
channels and a great deal more of it was absorbed by the soil and erosion 
was much less severe. Still five years ought to fix pretty  definitely the 
relation between the two under equal grazing. So five years went on 
with only one thing to report. I t  was in 1919, the fifth  years of the 
experiment, when on the second of September black clouds rose in the 
west in the afternoon and presently BANG! A tremendous storm 
burst on the top of the mountain. I t  rained good and hard  for eleven 
minutes, .35 of an inch of rain  falling  during this time on the area. 
The w ater came rushing down off the slope, especially on area “A,” and 
filled up the tank w ith rock, stones, and mud. Indeed, it came down 
so fast off th a t little  ten-acre area  th a t the weir a t the lower end of the 
tank was unable to carry off the flow although it's a triangular affair 
18 inches deep. The w ater rose up above this w eir and flooded the 
little  house over the tank and finally  got up enough pressure to burst 
open the barred doors a t the end of the bu ild ing ; whereupon it shot out 
with a tremendous rush. Thus it happens th a t nobody knows exactly 
how much w ater came down tha t day. but they do know the amount that 
was measured and they do know th a t it was less than the total amount 
th a t ran off. Well, tha t storm of 1919 went down in history and was 
placed on the records along with the rest. But you remember i t ;  for 
thereby hangs a tale. During the years a fte r 1919 the two areas “A”
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and “B” were treated differently. “A”—and this was the area which 
had the big gully down through the middle and was in the worse condi­
tion—was treated with respect and protected absolutely against all graz­
ing, while “B” continued to be grazed in the same old way. Time went 
on and heavy storms came, washed earth  down on both areas, and the 
records were taken and put down on the books. I t  was obvious it was 
going to be a pretty hard  thing to tell ju st w hat the differences were 
even with a good experiment like this, because it  is so hard to judge 
the effect of intensity of storms. I t  had been so far impossible to 
correlate runoff and erosion w ith rainfall in any kind of a way because 
the intensity and the duration of the storm, etc., cut such a tremendous 
figure. Well, things went along like that until August 13, 1923. That 
was the date when the big storm occurred which caused the floods in 
Willard and Farmington Canyons and did so much damage in the north 
part of Utah. A rain came down there a t the experimental area, too— 
and Fate played a pretty  trick. Usually when F ate sticks a finger in 
things it usually succeeds in doing you dirt, but this time it did something 
that helped out a whole lot in interpreting the results of this experimen. 
It condescended to rain  just exactly as hard as it did in 1919, and. 
furthermore, it rained easy a while before the main storm burst just as 
in 1919, and wet the ground up so the soil conditions were the same. 
In 1923 it kept up the rainfall a t the rate  of about .03 of an inch a 
minutes for 23 minutes, .72 inches of rain came down, almost exactly 
twice what occurred in 1919. Well, now, let's ju st compare the two 
storms on the area “A.” You remember this is the area th a t in 1919 
had been grazed steadily until th a t tim e; since tha t date—four years—it 
had been protected and the amount of forage cover on the area had in­
creased a good deal although, to  tell you the truth, i t’s no flower 
garden even now.
Now look here at th is tabu la tion :
1919 1923
Intensity of the rain   .03 .03
Duration of the rain......................................................  11 min. 23 min.
Amount of water falling on ten acres (Cu. feet).. 12,705 26,136
Runoff (Cu. feet) ..........................................................  8.992 5,924
Sediment eroded (Cu, feet) ...............    2,354 • 845
To put it briefly, it rained ju st as hard in 1923 as in 1919 and twice 
as long, but in 1919 70 per cent of the w ater ran off while four years 
later only 23 per cent of the w ater ran  off, futhermore. there was only 
about one-third as much erosion in the second storm as there was in the 
first. This, stated very mildly, is certainly striking, so striking tha t it 
is most unbelievable th a t such a great difference could occur in such 
a short time. No trees have grown up, no shrubs have come in on the 
area, the improvement is only by the spread of grasses and herbs. Those 
who have been on the ground in a heavy storm say tha t it seems to work 
like this: The weeds and grasses break up the drops and prevent them 
from falling right on the naked soil, the roots are also binding the soil 
together and making it less subject to erosion and the plants are coming 
in the channels and preventing the free movement of the water. One of
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the most rem arkable agencies seems to be the wild dandelion, scientific­
ally known as Agoseris. This little  plant, th a t doesn’t seem to amount to 
anything, looks a good deal like a dandelion, but the leaves instead of 
being cut up fancy are of a plain and simple design. When the rain 
comes, these leaves, which are ra th e r limp, anyway, lie f la t down on 
the ground in a rosette, protecting the soil and keeping the drops of 
ra in  from  striking on its loose particles. I t  is believed that a good part 
of the improvement is due to this.
There are, of course, “Doubting Thomases’’ th a t wouldn’t  even agree 
th a t th is was conclusive. They th ink th a t the rain  fell in bigger drops 
in 1919 than it did in 1923, or th a t in  1923 the wind blew so hard that 
it kept the w ater from  running down hill, or some such thing as that. 
In order to demolish these unbelievers it is only necessary to tu rn  to our 
check area, area “B,” th a t has been grazed ever since the initiation of 
the experim ent nine years ago. W hat happened there in these two 
storm s? Well, th a t is where F ate got in her d irty  work. I t  so hap­
pened th a t area  “B,” the check area, had ju s t recently been grazed in 
1919. In  the year 1923 the herd of sheep had not been over it yet. 
Accordingly the figures don't read  very well because the sheep always 
make a great deal of difference in runoff and sediment. Soon after they 
have gone over the ground it is hard  packed, runoff is greater and 
a t the same time the loose d irt worked down into the bottom of the 
gullies is washed off and erosion is greater. Thus the results in these 
two particu lar storm s do not check well on area  “B.” At the same time 
it  is possible to circumvent the evil m achinations of F a te  in  this case 
and by looking a t the averages of the years to see how area “A” 
had improved in relation to area “B” in th a t length of time. When the 
two a reas  were being treated  alike, erosion and runoff was a  great deal 
worse on area “A” than on area “B,” as already mentioned. Now it is 
only a little  worse. The improvement is marked. The relative runoff 
has been reduced 36 per cent, the am ount of sediment eroded has been 
brought down 60 per cent and the muddiness of the water, th a t is, sedi­
ment per hundred cubic feet of run-off has been reduced 38 per cent 
during the three-year period since grazing has been stopped on area “A.”
Now, of course, the Great S alt Lake may have got sucked up into 
the sky and dropped down on top of those mountains, or a cloud may 
have bumped into a sharp crag and got ripped open and all the insides 
may have fallen out, or, again, the stream  channels may have got so 
clogged up w ith brush and trees th a t the w ater couldn’t  run down 
properly, ju st as these flood theorizers told me. Still, taking all that 
into consideration, I sort of lean tow ard th is  grazing business. A nine- 
years’ look into the conditions is certainly more reliable than  one that 
lasts about nine seconds, and nine years of thought on the problem 
a re  probably somewhat superior to nine minutes, so personally I  have 
taken quite a liking to the theory th a t destruction of herbaceous cover 
cuts a big figure in making bad floods. I  do not believe th a t the floods 
a re  entirely caused by range conditions but th a t they are certainly in­
fluenced a  whole lot by them. So I ’ve taken th is  and given it  the place 
of honor in my collection of theories as to how floods s ta rt. You, of 
course, may do anything you choose.
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EN D OF THE SEASO N
The rabbits a n ’ the weasels is a -tu rn in ’ brown to white,
The geese is re s tin ’ on the river bars,
The elk has started  ru n n in ’, yu  can hear ’em call a t night 
When the coyotes is a-how lin’ to the stars.
The tam aracks is yellow a n ’ the m ountain ash is brown,
A mag-pie flits across the meadow bare,
The bucks has left the ridges a n ’ th ey ’re slowly w o rk in ’ down, 
A n’ autumn haze is hanging in the air.
The fire season’s ended a n ’ w e ’ve sent the lookouts in,
A rim of ice is on the w ate r pail.
My overalls is ragged a n ’ my boots is g e ttin ’ th in  
So I ’ve locked the door a n ’ h it the down-stream trail.
JACK FROHLICHER.
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PU TTIN G  IT ACROSS
B y  J . B . Y U L E  
A s s is ta n t  E n g in eer , F o r e s t  S e r v ic e , D is tr ic t  N o . 1.
Did you ever, Mr. Reader, try  to explain something to a group of in­
dividuals and find tha t your tongue didn’t w arble over the right phrases, 
and afte r you had used up all the gestures known in the deaf and dumb 
alphabet and a few more invented by the North American Indians and 
pawnbrokers, find th a t your audience w as w aiting with a look of expec­
tation on its blank countenance afte r you had completely finished with 
your outburst of flowery oratory? You can see a t once tha t your idea 
hasn’t penetrated—hasn’t  even got as fa r as the epidermis. In other 
words, you haven’t been able to "put i t  across.” I t ’s a nice pleasant feel­
ing, isn’t it?  You no longer have an exaggerated idea of your own im­
portance; you feel as though a thim ble could be used as a ha t and would 
come clear down to your shoulders if  used to cover your brain, and not 
your head. I t ’s an elevating feeling, isn’t  it?
Well, as I started  out to say, if you have ever been afflicted with 
these symptoms, come over here and I 'll let you in on a little  secret that 
dates back somewhere between the b irth  of King "T ut” and the Garden 
of Eden. If you ever w ant to explain an idea to a group and have it 
thoroughly understood, draw  a picture of it on a green cheese box. It is 
not necessary to be a skilled a rtis t in order to illu stra te  an idea. Any 
bunch of hieroglyphics tha t will anywhere nearly  resemble your idea will 
do. But the sketch, if  crude, must be complete. Don’t  be like the fore­
man of a logging camp who couldn't w rite  and ordered all of his supplies 
by the illustration or picture method. One day he ordered a grindstone 
and received a cheese instead, simply because he had forgotten to put a 
square hole in the center of the circle.
Away back in the prim itive ages when the human mind was in its 
infancy of development, the eye was able to photograph on the 
retina the same beautiful pictures tha t it does in these modern times. 
Ages before thoughts of men were conveyed by the w ritten word they 
were expressed by pictures, crudely carved or draw n on rocks and other 
suitable materials. The same practice is still in vogue among barbarian 
and savage tribes.
So we have inherited the graphic method of illustrating  those ideas 
which are too complicated to be transm itted  either by spoken or written 
words. T ry and describe two sim ilar people so th a t they can be identi­
fied in a crowd, and you will find how complicated the task  really is. 
Then try to identify them by their photographs and you will be sur­
prised to learn how relatively easy the task  becomes. This little illus- 
tratlon  will serve to dem onstrate why it is so much easier to express our 
ideas in a graphic way than by means of words.
And so our text-books are supplemented by diagrams, sketches, and 
ch a rts ; our stories are illustrated  by pictures and drawings and our 
newspapers by cartoons and cuts. Even our best books and stories are 
worked over into moving pictures. P lans a re  made by the architect and
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road-builder and in numerous other ways the graphic method is used with 
a single purpose in view, and th a t purpose is to assist the human mind 
in visualizing an idea.
The majority of readers of th is article are probably interested in 
one of the most critical problems which today faces the American people— 
Forestry. The big “Forestry idea” must be “sold” to as many of our 
neighbors as possible if we are to enjoy the advantages of a  perpetual 
timber supply. And what is the best method of selling? I t  is by painting 
a clear mental picture for our neighbor, that he is able to visualize and 
retain the idea we wish to convey. As has been explained above, this 
can best be done in a graphic way. The use of moving pictures, posters, 
cartoons, window displays, photographs, sketches, drawings, maps, designs, 
signs, illustrated talks, etc., is essential to demonstrate the graphic 
method. The successful advertiser has the country flooded with pictures 
of his idea so th a t through repetition it becomes indelibly stamped on 
the mind. So must a picture of the Forestry idea be indelibly stamped 
through repetition on the minds of the American people.
It should be the duty of every man and woman connected w ith any 
of the many phases of Forestry  work to be of service in this great move­
ment. In every Forest activity there is an opportunity to  explain to 
some member or members of the public some of the advantages of tha t 
activity.
As my particular line of Forest work happens to be making maps 
and surveys, I am going to rela te  an incident or two which will demon­
strate how it is possible to sell ideas to the public in connection with 
this activity.
A few years ago public sentiment was pretty  strong against the 
In ited  States Forest Service in many of our W estern National Forests, 
and I happened to be in charge of a topographic survey party  on one 
of these Forests. Now, making a map is simply reproducing on paper 
a miniature of w hat exists on the ground. I t is a graphic way of pictur­
ing the topographic and cultural features of a given area.
Our party was camped in the foothills near the Forest boundary and 
adjacent to a large ranch The rancher, who happened to be a very influ­
ential citizen of this locality, had become embittered against the Forest 
Service, and largely through his influence the whole community was like­
wise embittered and our party  was as popular as the mumps. I t also 
happened tha t this rancher had diverted water from two small forest 
streams for irrigation purposes. During the summer months the water 
supply was still inadequate to irrigate his lands and he desired to 
divert the water of a th ird  stream . One Sunday he came to our camp 
to get a surveyor to run a ditch line in order to determine the location, 
length and cost of the proposed ditch. He was “hard  boiled” and surly, 
and didn’t mince words in saying what he thought of the government and 
its employees, even while asking favors. He received courteous trea t­
ment, and it was soon discovered th a t he expected it would cost him 
$2 , 0 0 0  to bring the ditch around a hill to a point above his diversion 
dam on one of the other streams. By consulting the topographic map
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which we had completed for this area I found th a t an old channel of 
the th ird  stream  passed through a low, swampy "saddle” and joined one 
of the other stream s several hundred feet above the diversion dam. It 
took one day with a team, plow and scraper to divert the w aters from 
the new channel back to the old. According to h is own estimate our 
graphic method of picturing or visualizing conditions to this hostile 
rancher had saved him $2 ,0 0 0 .
You can most generally influence a man by h itting  him in the pocket- 
book, especially if you strike in the righ t direction. Courteous trea t­
ment and a probable saving of $2 , 0 0 0  changed the a ttitude of this entire 
community through its “ring leader” 'o r  “king pin.” Before we finished 
th is  project, ranchers became so friendly th a t they even invited us over 
to help milk the cows, which all goes to show how an idea can be sold 
by the graphic method.
The accompanying map will assist the reader in visualizing the con­
ditions described above relative to the rancher's irrigation system.
About ten years ago a prospective tim ber survey of one of the 
largest and finest virgin stands of white pine tim ber to be found on any 
National Forests necessitated a topographic map to govern logging engi­
neering, appraisal and estim ating activities. The area  had not been 
surveyed by either the U. S. Geological Survey or the General Land Office. 
A tran sit party  was s ta rted  on the area in mid-winter in order to estab­
lish known points from  which to in itiate  topographic mapping and esti­
m ating operations a t a la ter date. T ran sit traverses were run along 
ridges in a manner th a t would control logging units by watersheds or 
drainages. The survey party  worked on snowslioes and on the higher 
ridges the snow was from 15 to 20 feet deep. Camps and provisions were 
moved by the backpacking methods or on man-drawn toboggans. There 
is a lot of grief and profanity  connected w ith this method of transporta­
tion. ( If  there happens to be any doubt in the reader’s mind as to
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whether or not this statem ent is authentic, please ask the man who 
has tried it. I f  you have been so fortunate as to have had experience 
along these lines it will not be necessary for you to ask anyone.)
In the spring, topographers and estim ators followed the survey party. 
Points along the survey line were perpetuated by stations m arked on 
trees. I t has previously been stated  th a t the survey was run over 15 
to 2 0  feet of snow, and when the snow melted in the spring, the stations 
were left “dangling 'high and dry’ ‘up in the air.’ ” If  the estim ator or 
topographer was so thoughtless as to leave his “sky-liooks” or “climbing- 
irons” in camp, he had the satisfaction of “shinning” up a few pitchy 
trees in order to determine the num ber of the control station from which 
he expected to start.
In order to obtain a more uniform estimate, the area was divided into 
units in such a way th a t estim ators’ lines would cross-cut or run  a t right 
angles to principal drainages. Estim ates were made in units of 40 acres 
designated by numbers and le tte rs in much the same manner th a t the 
French people have of identifying blocks or units by the coordinate sys­
tem. When the project was completed, the irregular shaped units took 
on the appearance of a puzzle map of the United States. Have you ever 
taken a look at some city map where the original idea was to lay out 
blocks and lots in cardinal directions by the rectangular system, and tha t 
some “addition” (there is very apt to be more than one) has been 
placed in at an angle to the main scheme so that when buildings are
eventually constructed on the resulting triangular lots, the famous “fla t­
iron" building is obtained. I f  you gather the beautiful thought resulting 
from this description, you will have no difficulty in visualizing the 
appearance of our irregular tim ber survey units. (I would illustrate 
this situation with a sketch, but a ban has been put on the idea
of using over one cut on an article  of this size.)
After the field work on this project was completed, the timber on the 
area was advertised for sale. P ractical timber men flocked in to get 
a look at the survey of the area and obtain information on the amount 
of timber, factors influencing the cost of logging, methods of transporta­
tion, etc. Then the fun began. Why? For two reasons:
(1) We trotted out a topographic map when Mr. Logger wanted 
to get a look a t a liaehure or relief map (something he could under­
stand) ; (2) Mr. Logger wanted to know how much timber there was on 
the X.E. Sec. 10. and we tried to tell him in term s of Block A, line 
la, 2b, etc. We talked in d ifferent languages. Can’t you see how dis­
couraging the situation must have been a t th a t time to the man whose 
business was producing lumber and not studying specialized methods of 
surveying and mapping? Today the situation is different, because the 
lumberman and timberman is waking up to the importance and value of 
modern and scientific methods in all phases of the industry.
Please remember, Mr. Reader, th a t there are few ranchers, lumber­
jacks, stockmen or workmen of various trades and professions th a t are 
not able to talk and understand in terms of sections, ranges and town­
ships ; in other words, the rectangular system of government land sur-
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veys. So if you are trying to sell them a survey idea, capitalize on 
their idea of surveying. In like manner, ta lk  to the astronomer about 
constellations and the stellar system ; ta lk  to the lumberjack in terms 
of eant-hooks and peevies; the stockman in term s of grazing, “dogies,” 
slick ears and “c a y u s e s t h e  dentist in term s of extractions, crowns and 
inlays. In other words, when you are  try ing  to get some idea “over” to 
an individual or group of individuals, ca ter to the  things that are of 
in terest to them and capitalize on their knowledge.
As a summary, 1 would like to say, if  you have an idea, try and ex­
plain it by lingual m ethods; if not successful, w histle i t ; if still un­
successful, draw  a picture of i t  on a  green cheese box. T hat’ll get ’em.
W H A T E V E R  YOU AR E
I f  you can’t  be a pine on the top of the hill,
Be a shrub in the v a lley ; bu t be 
The best little  shrub a t the side of the h ill;
Be a bush if you can’t  be a  tree.
I f  you can’t  be a  bush, be a b it of the grass,
Some highway to  happier m a k e ;
I f  you can’t  be a muskie then ju s t be a  bass;
B ut the liveliest bass in the lake.
We can 't all be captains, we’ve got to be crew.
There’s something for all of us here.
There’s big work to do and the re’s less to do,
And the task  we m ust do is the  near.
I f  you can’t  be a highway, then ju s t be a t r a i l ;
If  you can’t be the sun, be a sta r.
I t  isn 't by size th a t you win or you fa il__
Be the best of w hatever you are.
—Clipped.
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SOME CAUSES, E F FE C T S AND REM EDIES
B y  H O W A R D  R. F L IN T
Probably there is no question more often put to the forester in the 
Northern Kocky Mountain region than  the innocent qu ery : “W hat causes 
all these forest fires, anyhow?” The answer can mean but little in any 
particular place unless it is localized to cover just th a t immediate te rr i­
tory. The causes are many and they vary considerably with climate and 
human activities, both of which, in the mountain region, are very much 
localized factors.
Speaking for the region as a whole, the answer, reduced to its low­
est terms, can be expressed in two words. The words are “people” and 
“lightning.” Two-thirds of all the forest fires th a t occur in the region 
are due to human carelessness or to human “cussedness”—chiefly care­
lessness. Really but very few fires are due to downright eussedness. 
The percentage of fires due to each of the two main headings, people 
and lightning, shows about the widest possible variation within compara­
tively short distances.
In the relatively uninhabited National Forests of Central Idaho 
just about 98 per cent, of all fires a re  caused by lightning. In  certain 
more populous localities in Montana and Idaho, particularly a t the 
lower altitudes, as high as 90 per cent, of the fires are due to human 
agencies.
Perhaps no other region in the world is so destructively inflicted 
with lightning-caused fires as is the Clearwater River drainage in Idaho. 
Several causes combine to bring about this unfortunate condition. In 
the Clearwater region lightning is of most common occurrence in the 
months of July and August. During those months there is usually a 
negligible amount of rainfall and all forest m aterial becomes very dry. 
Coupled with this condition is the fact th a t the timber stands are gen­
erally very dense and all of the tree species and some of the shrubs 
carry a great deal of highly inflammable resin, thus encouraging the 
rapid spread of any fire which gets started. W hat is true of the Clear­
water locality is also true in a somewhat less degree for nearly all of 
Northern Idaho and for M ontana west of the Continental Divide.
There is, however, no reason to believe tha t lightning is any more or 
less prevalent or potent now than  it has been in all of the years and 
centuries gone by. and still goodly areas of splendid old forest survive 
in the heart of the lightning region. While lightning is still a great 
cause of forest fires, and on occasions causes the burning of vast areas, 
it is less destructive than might be imagined because so much of its 
effect occurs a t high altitudes where really first-class tim ber is rarely  
found. Then, too, in one respect a fire  in the mountains somewhat re­
sembles the ambitious youth who aspires to achieve large things. To be 
really successful, both must usually s ta rt near the bottom. Many, a l­
though by no means all of the lightning fires, s ta rt near the tops of 
the hills and ridges and must of necessity spread downward to cover 
any great area. For very simple and well-known physical reasons fire
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usually travels but lamely down hill though it  mounts the ascending 
slopes with a rush.
For the present a t  least the origin of the lightning fire is as little 
subject to hum an command as is the thunderbolt itself. Like the situ­
ation w ith reference to certain other elemental things we must prepare 
to meet it on its own terms. The things of importance are tha t we be­
come fully informed as to the terms, th a t we really prepare, and that we 
meet it promptly and with the utm ost vigor.
Many an “old-timer” whose residence in the N orthern Rockies ante­
dates the beginning of forest protection in the region has demanded of 
the forester an explanation as to why the forests did not all burn up 
years ago before they had even f irs t aid? H ere the answer is not 
“people,” but ra th e r the absence of people.
I t  is a well-known fact th a t the Ind ian  population of the region 
was very sparse and th a t they spent a large p a rt of their time in
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the lower, open valleys where the forest f ire  danger was slight. We 
recall tha t two-thirds of our present-day fires are man caused. Most of 
the causes can be directly traced to industria l activities. Railroads are 
second only to lightning as a cause of fire. Lumbering operations rank 
well up in the scale. The rancher clearing land and the misguided stock­
man w 1 0  desires to improve his range by means of fire  are responsible 
oi many le i j  destructive fires. Careless smokers cause a neat ten per 
cent, of all of our present-day fires, and a goodly number can be traced 
to careless campers. All of these causes have been introduced into the
N orthern Rocky Mountain forests in  increasing numbers during the 
past forty  years.
Now it  must be adm itted th a t the aboriginal Indians operated no 
railroads, they conducted no logging operations, nor is there reason to 
believe th a t m  th is locality they cleared any land. Thev had no matches
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and, therefore, no convenient or ready way in which to carry and spread 
fire. I t  is extremely doubtful if those in this locality had the where­
withal for smoking or the habit of using it. Most assuredly they were 
in no position to light countless cigarettes during every day of their 
lives and drop many of them unextinguished. I f  we are to believe the 
early explorers they used fire  a t  tim es in their hunting activities and 
on occasion they employed it against enemies, but certainly there was 
no such common use of fire as we make today. Thus the forests were 
clearly much less often alighted.
Under these conditions the growth of wood was able subsequently to 
outstrip its destruction by fire  and we inherited a surplus of several 
centuries' accumulation. Through legitim ate use and needless waste the 
surplus and the current yearly growth are rapidly being consumed. 
Clearly something effective must be done if we are to avert an embar­
rassing scarcity of a m aterial so universally used that during our 
waking hours our eyes are scarcely ever without the image of some 
product of the forest.
About the only encouraging feature in the situation is to be found 
in the fact tha t theoretically a t least, all the man-caused fires are 
preventable. When we really become awake to the situation and when,
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if ever, as a whole “we, the people,’’ undertake to keep destructive fires 
out of the forests we can do it  effectively, and we can do it a t very 
small cost in cash or human endeavor. I f  each person made certain, 
absolutely certain, that no forest fire  escaped from  his hand, directly 
or indirectly, there would be only the lightning fires left to contend with 
and a relatively small and inexpensive organization could easily cope 
w ith them.
Unfortunately, indifference and carelessness a re  inborn human 
tra its , tra its  which do not appear appreciably to decline in the march 
of human evolution. The best we can hope for, taking a practical 
common sense point of view, is a g rea ter or less reduction in the num­
ber of fires th a t occur and the building and supporting of relatively 
strong organizations for the suppression of those fires th a t will assuredly 
continue to escape.
There are three evident main lines of a ttack  on the problem, each 
of which must be given careful attention. Stripped to a bare statement 
of essentials they a re :
1. The education of the public.
2. The passage and enforcement of wise fire  laws.
3. The prompt and effective suppression of fires th a t escape.
BR EA K IN G  LA N D IN G S
The roUways of logs steam  dry in the sun,
The F lathead is booming with freshets of spring;
I t tears a t  the landings. The drive has begun,
For timber is needed where w hirling saws sing.
JA C K  F R O H L IC H E R .
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RECREATION IN  TH E NATIO NAL FO RESTS  
OF M ONTANA
B y  M. H . W O L F F  
A s s is ta n t  D is tr ic t  F o r e ster .
From the very earliest days of mankind human beings, to satisfy 
an inherent longing in the search for rest and recreation, have retired 
to nature. Psychologists claim th a t this is an inherent instinct traceable 
to the surroundings which were norm al to our ancestors of the dim, dis­
tant. past. The Bible tells us the happy home of our f irs t parents was 
a garden. For ages afterw ard  our earliest ancestors obtained their live­
lihood in the hunt. The hunt and the chase are pictured as the play 
of the ancients; no small p a rt of the pleasure, which was not confined 
entirely to the killing of animals, was the bringing of the participants 
into natural surroundings. Our earliest childhood memories of happy 
hours are associated with things wild and growing, untrammeled with 
the restrictions of civilization. In our la ter years, “back to natu re” 
is the call for recreation and health. The very color of growing plant 
life, green, is somehow associated w ith peace, contentment, and human 
repose. The wonders of natu re  and the awe of the works of God stim u­
late harried worldings to carry  on.
As everyone knows. N ational Forests have been set aside prim arily 
for timber production and watershed protection. The dominant keynote 
is use by and service to the people of the country whose property the 
National Forests are. Besides these two prim ary utilities, there are 
naturally included within the boundaries of the Forests many others 
which are available. Millions of sheep and hundreds of thousands of 
cattle are annually fed on the forage grasses th a t are found on the 
Forests of the Fnited States. The mineral deposits in the National 
Forests are open for the finding and development by anyone who wishes 
to undertake this. The mighty stream s and w aterfalls are being h ar­
nessed for the development of electric power as the development of the 
country demands more and more of it. There are  countless other uses. 
Principal among these are the uses associated with the recreational u tili­
ties found in the National Forests.
Bying practically a t the back door of every resident of Montana is 
nature’s wonderland, mostly in the National Forests. These Forests be­
long to all the people. They are  managed a t public expense. Even 
before the National Forests were created, the areas were used as vacation 
lands. The F'orest areas are replete with wonderful mountains, cliffs, 
canyons, glaciers, lakes, w aterfalls, peculiar formations such as eaves 
and natural bridges and other landscape fea tu res; with unique things 
such as petrified trees and peculiar tree g row th ; with objects of scientific, 
historic, and archeologic in te rest; with timber, shrubs and flowers, game 
animals and fish, attractive camp grounds, picnic grounds, and summer 
ome sites in short, with wonderful opportunities for practically every 
kind of natural outdoor recreation th a t anyone may desire. These fea- 
tnres are in great public demand and the plan of National Forest adminis-
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trntion is to conserve them and develop them so as to make them fully 
available for the greatest public use. In many places their preservation 
and development and wise use for the purpose of public enjoyment and 
health  outrank the prim ary u tilities of tim ber production and watershed 
protection. In  such cases the National Forest adm inistration, when plan­
ning the development of the National Forests, aim s at favoring the 
recreational u tilities a t the expense of the others if. in an isolated 
case, the two are in conflict.
Every year millions of people en ter the National Forests of the 
country bent on recreation, and year by year the ir num bers increase. 
Rough records m aintained by the Forest Service show tha t in the Na­
tional Forests qf M ontana and North Idaho some 200,000 people used the 
National Forests for recreation in 1916. The period of the war held 
back a rapid increase in use, though a gradual increase was traceable. 
About 1921 there were approximately 350.000 people using these Forests 
for recreation alone in one form or another. In 1922 the record shows
430.000 and in the year 1923 there was a g rand to ta l of 000000. In the 
S tate of Montana alone in 1923 the recreation visitors totaled 470,000. 
Of these, 440000 were motorists who took advantage of the steady de­
velopment of good roads which make the National Forests accessible 
by this form of transportation and thus make their beauties and benefits 
more readily available in these days of h u rry  to get somewhere. Some
320.000 of the recreation visitors were people who were not local resi­
dents but who had come from d istan t points on the ir recreational trips. 
Many of these la tte r scarcely stopped in the National Forests, but the 
beauties of the National Forests through which they passed were one 
of the principal reasons for their having been a ttracted  to select the 
routes they followed.
The more intensive users of the Forests of M ontana in 1923 totaled 
some 150,000. Of these. 94,000 comprise people who entered the Na­
tional Forests for one day's outing which might include merely pic­
nicking, or in addition to that, hunting, fishing, or berry picking. These 
are all local people who leave their homes for a pleasant day in the 
mountains. Thirty-two thousand, mostly local residents, entered the For­
ests for poroids of longer than a day and established their own camps 
for lengths of time varying from over-night to a number of weeks or 
months To either of these wo classes the N ational Forests are open at 
all tim es and everywhere without restriction  whatsoever except the urge 
and requirem ent th a t care be exercised in the m atte r of forest fires and 
in the m atter of the pollution of stream s, destruction by vandalism of 
scenic spots, ami the m arring of camp grounds; in some restricted areas 
of particularly  high fire hazard camp-fire licenses must be obtained 
from local Forest officers before camp fires can be built.
Some IS,000 people in Montana spent vacations of from a week to sev­
eral weeks a t the many hotels and resorts which have been established 
for their accommodation. These resorts vary from those which accom­
modate under the roughest kind of hospitality people who are  interested 
only in hunting or fishing or mountain hiking, people who may merely 
wish to come and rest and feast their eyes on the ever-changing scenery
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visible from the hotel and resort sites, to the more pretentious hostel- 
ries which add to these pleasures some of the forms of recreation tha t 
may be found ill other vacation localities, such as swimming and boating, 
tennis, and other games.
Relatively one of the more rapidly-growing forms of use of the 
National Forests is by people who establish, under Forest Service per­
mit summer homes in the F o re s t These vary from a more or less 
pretentious summer lodge of some wealthy eastern man to very in­
expensive and unpretentious little  gray homes which are within the finan­
cial reach of the ordinary human. These are privileged by the Forest 
Service at, nominal annual ra tes varying slightly with degrees of aeees- 
sibility and desirability of the sites selected. In the year 1923 there were 
about 350 of such summer homes, an increase of some 40 over the year 
efore, which housed over 3.000 resident owners and their guests. These 
summer homes are occupied from a few. weeks to all summer. At many 
places such as Seeley Lake, on the Missoula National Forest, not far
A lp in e L a k e s  in  th e  F la th e a d  N a tio n a l F o r e s t
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from the city of Missoula, and a t points around the larger towns such as 
Butte and Great Falls, the summer homes are established so tha t a man’s 
family is easily reached by him over the week ends when he drops his 
bread-winning activities for a Sunday visit.
W hile the automobile is still the principal mode of transportation 
and always will be. many people avail themselves of the National Forest 
recreational u tilities through other means. D uring 1923, in Montana,
8,000 journeyed to the Forests by means of stage lines, boat lines, and 
railroad. Another 10,000 traveled by horse, wagon, or by boat, and 11,000 
acquired the extreme pleasure of the open road or the trailless wilderness 
by resorting to the old method of transportation , “Shank’s Mare.” The 
number of hikers is annually on a pronounced increase.
There were within the National Forests of M ontana a t the end of 
the year 1923 some 80 regularly established and  organized public camp 
grounds. Many others are being added and improved as rapidly as pub­
lic, institutional, or private funds are available. There are also about 
80 resorts and hotels equipped to take care of the traveling public. These 
are also rapidly increasing in number. In conjunction w ith many of these 
resorts, saddle and pack horses are available for “roughing it” trips in 
the back country.
The Forest highways in the main follow along the larger rivers and 
stream  courses where ideal camp spots not regularly  developed but under 
na tu ra l surroundings can be found. H ere one can stop alone or with
his im m ediate family and companions and make his camp for a night or
a day or a week among the tall trees and in the woodland stillness. He 
can take h is rod and flies and. provided he has a S tate license, can lure
the wily trou t to his frying pan to appease his ravenous outdoor hunger.
These camp spots are used very heavily although some people prefer to 
stop a t points which are provided w ith the usual camp conveniences such 
as fireplaces and w ater development, and where they meet with and 
mingle with some of their fellow vacantionists. In some localities, be­
cause of Forest fire danger, it is necessary, absolutely, to confine camp­
ing to such developed camp sites. It is regrettable, but human careless­
ness with fire  in the past has caused the loss not only of untold millions 
of board feet of tim ber necessary for the economic development and 
fu tu re of the country or forage grasses badly needed by growing cattle 
and sheep, but also even of the beauties of the theretofore available 
camp spots themselves. During the year 1923. there were started by 
recreationists in the Forests of Montana 87 fires, which, fortunately, cost 
the commonwealth not more than ,$3 , 0 0 0  for fire  fighting and in the 
form of damage to timber. The figures for damage and costs were 
unusually low because the season was abnorm ally wet. more or less fre­
quent rains during the summer having dispelled the ordinary dangerously 
dry fire conditions of the summer months. Ordinarily this number 
of fires causes a great deal more damage. F or example, in 1921, some 
300 fires cost some .$5,000 to fight alone and caused a damage estimated 
at about ,$5,000. and in the summer of 1919, a very dry season, the figures 
were vastly greater.
(Continued on Page 7o)
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YOUR DUTY
We know tha t fire prevention is more effective than  fire  suppression, 
to say nothing of the lesser cost. A word here and there to forest users 
and perm ittees will do more than a hundred shovels and m attocks toward 
keeping the forests green. W hether we are tem porary employees or per* 
m anent forest officers, we are bound to meet forest users almost daily 
and a kindly word may save us thousand's of dollars’ worth of timber. 
The average man who goes into the woods for a  week's vacation is not 
malicious but he will be careless a t  times. H e fa ils  to realize the 
amount of destructive energy of the carelessly dropped match. Legal 
proceedings and "Damn you, be careful w ith f i r e !” signs will antagonize 
him, but if we meet him on the tra il or in camp we can tactfully call to 
his mind the danger of the glowing cigarette b u tt and the unextinguislied 
campfire. Then there a re  logging camps to be visited, stock association 
meetings to be attended, and homestead claim s to be examined. We can 
and must convince our permittees th a t we are doing out utm ost to “keep 
fire  out of the mountains and poverty out of the valleys.” And last, 
but by no means least, le t's not forget the little  red schoolhouse. A short 
talk  to the “kids” may do more good a few years from now than all the 
I \  It. work we can get over to the grown-ups. I f  we can sell the forest 
idea to the receptive minds of the youngsters we will have an army of 
potential P. E. w orkers in a short time.
♦  * * * * »
JUST A THOUGHT
A college or a university is but a mimic world in which every student 
plays his self appointed part. That p a r t may be restric ted  to a  mindr 
or even negligible influence on his own little  group or it may expand to 
a dominating sphere in the whole life of his U niversity. The choice is 
his. Will he idly drift, hour by hour, day by day, never flunking, never 
speeding, a name on a class roll not a personage, known to few and 
respected by none, futilely dreaming of the successes of tomorrow when 
tomorrow can tiring no success because of a hundred ineonsequental yes­
terdays i A F o reste r! Never. Forestry dem ands leadership, self-reliance, 
courage. Can a man miraculously acquire these a ttr ib u tes  afte r years of 
passive drifting? Does the man who fights his way to class leadership, 
to a school or varsity  team, to a dom inant position in club or college 
activities, to campus recognition, fail when his life work is commenced?
he products of the forester are wood and w ater. The tools of the 
forester a re  men. Can you lead if you have alw avs been led’ If you 
cannot assume responsibility now, will you ever assum e it Yours is not 
a profession of an office and clients coming to your door. You are a
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Forester. I t  is not yours to do the things yourself, hut to direct others 
in their accomplishment. Tour own effort would make but a pitiful 
showing in the need of the nation. How many acres can you plant in 
a day. How many miles of railroad can you build or how many cents 
can you reduce your logging costs? Not an acre, a mile or a cent, but 
under your capable direction a thousand acres or many miles or a p rofit­
able operation can well be had. _T c  s
* * * * * *
SUM M ER WORK
The one thing we all look forw ard to is the opening of the field 
season. Strange to say, salaries seem to have little influence on the 
choice of work, but the smell of growing things makes our feet itch for 
the trail. Some of us visualize another four months in the big Coast 
forests; some plan on sunny California ; some can smell the sage in the 
Southwest and many of us long for the pine and f ir  of M ontana’s out­
doors. We may swing a pick on a tra il crew, check up on grazing work, 
scale logs or fight fire. W hichever it is, the type of work and the 
country we expect to work in generally decides our course. At any rate, 
in the Service the little blue-lined envelope is often all too small, but the 
satisfaction of rendering service to a worthy cause—of doing work we 
love, and of work well done—this can never come with paychecks. F ifty  
years from now a city’s people may drink pure w ater because of a w ater­
shed we protected from erosion today, and when we have battled the fire 
demon for what seemed days w ithout number, we can still smile—a 
hundred years from now some family may be able to build a home 
because of that reproduction we saved.
*  *  #  *  *  *
And, talking about keeping the forests green, why not keep them 
clean? Gentlemanliness is m easured by the same standards the world 
over, and we sometimes are led to believe tha t the average man from 
the woods is just a little more of a gentleman than the average man 
from the city. We have seen old-timers who, in blazing a new trail, 
merely chipped the bark in order not to injure the trees. The “ocean- 
to-ocean” highway is probably the best marked road in the world—just 
follow the tin cans. The Service regulations provide effective remedies 
for this evil, but it is largely up to the individual officer to see th a t they 
are complied with. Isn’t  it enlightening to find th a t in 1918 “J. B. H.” 
hacked a chunk out of some fine old pine tree to carve his initials in the 
heartwood, or to stand beside a  lacy w ater-fall and see a  beautiful sign, 
proclaiming to us th a t “W ear E ver’’ sox are the best on earth? I t ’s 
pretty hard to improve on the beauties of God’s out-of-doors. Why try  it?
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FO RESTR Y EDUCATIO N IN  M ONTANA
B y  T. C. S P A U L D IN G  
P r o fe s s o r  o f F o r e stry , U n iv e r s it y  o f  M o n ta n a .
Montana may aptly be term ed the crown of the North American 
Continent. From its forested slopes w aters flow northw ard  into Hudson 
Bay and the Arctic Ocean, westward into the Pacific, eastw ard  to the 
Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic. The Saskatchewan, the Columbia, the 
Missouri—greater rivers than these are found in bu t few places in the 
world. Our' 24,0(10 square miles of forest land m ay well be likened to 
an immense sponge, absorbing, holding and slowly dissipating those waters 
that, afte r serving our own people, pour the ir m ighty volumes into three 
oceans.
Our irrigation, our w ater power, a cheap and continuous supply of 
lumber for the building of our homes and the large revenues we annually 
obtain from tourists, hunters and other sum m er visitors are directly 
dependent upon the maintenance and preservation of our forests. The 
lumber industry, devoted to the utilization of the m ature stands, expends 
in the neighborhood of $4,000,000 annually as wages, and for supplies 
that largely consist of products from our own herds and farms. The 
wages are  spent here. The yearly freight bill on our m anufactured lum­
ber and tim ber products is reported to be about $1,500,000. Over 100 
carloads of logs now come into Missoula and Bonner every day. A 
goodly share of these revenues go to make for prosperity among our 
railroad people and from them it rad ia tes to the communities and to the 
farms. Forest and mine products move continuously. Farm  and ranch 
products are seasonal. W ere it not for lum ber movements the periods 
of stagnation and depression would be fa r more severe among railroad 
men than they are a t  present.
M ontana’s prosperity is dependent upon the permanence of her agri­
cultural. forest and mining industries, particu larly  the firs t twro. To de­
velop and m aintain the agricultural industry in th is  sta te  requires careful 
study, detailed investigation and the will to overcome the difficulties 
imposed by a new land where the rules and precepts of more favored 
regions may or may not apply. The same statem ent applies to the man­
agement and preservation of our forest areas. Our dry  climate retards 
our tree growth. The forests may assist in the irrigation of a million 
acres but they themselves cannot he irrigated. I t  takes the forester twice 
the length of tim e to produce a m erchantable tree here than it does in 
more favorable regions. We must have the  forest because the more 
favored regions cannot furnish us the indirect benefits derived from our 
woodland nor a re  the people, of Montana in a mood to pay huge freight 
bills on products we can produce in as good quality , if  not in as short a 
length of time, here a t  home.
To assure its people an amide supply of wood, w ater and the ac- 
companj ing benefits, Montana lias wisely provided for a comprehensive 
system of forestry training, education and investigation to go hand in 
hand with the actual utilization and adm inistration  of its 15,000,000
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acres of timber producing lands, particu larly  the 3,000,000 acres of p ri­
vate and state owned forest property. T hat this educational and investi­
gative program might best meet the present and future demands of the 
people of the sta te the School of Forestry a t the S tate University was 
created by legislative enactment.
The creation of a School of Forestry alone was not sufficient. I t  
was yet to determine ju st how, besides giving collegiate train ing in fo r­
estry, it might be of maximum service to all those directly or indirectly
dependent upon the state 's forested land. After careful analysis of con­
ditions, the following lines of service have been adopted :
General program, School of Forestry, S tate University.
1. Cooperation, investigation and general assistance to the peo­
ple of the state, and the S tate Forestry Department.
2. Collegiate training in Forestry leading to a degree in For­
estry or Forest Engineering.
3. A two-year sub-collegiate course in Forestry for disabled ex- 
service men.
4. A short course in Forestry.
5. Extension work.
To fulfill this program the U niversity has erected one of the finest 
Forestry buildings' in the United States. I t has laboratory, classroom 
and library space ample for all present and immediate future demands. 
Space has been provided here for the S tate Forester and his sta ff th a t 
ail the state’s forest activities may be together for economy, cooperation 
and mutual benefit. Missoula's advantages as a train ing ground for 
foresters are unsurpassed anywhere. I t  is in the heart of the s ta te ’s 
timber wealth, over half of its lumber production is within th irty  minutes’ 
ride from the Forestry Building. I t is the headquarters of the northern 
district of the Federal Forest Service with a numerous corps of highly 
competent foresters and it is in the center of activity of federal, sta te and 
private forests industry of th is region. T hat these advantages are recog­
nized is apparent Since the enrollm ent in technical collegiate work is 
exceeded only by one forest school in the United States while the regular 
attendance a t the Short Course is the largest in the country. Much of 
this success may also be attribu ted  to the cooperation of th  United States 
Forest Service officials, the lumber industry, and in the last few years, 
the State Forester.
Success, and with success a redemption of the responsibility of the 
school to the people of the state, is not measured by what has been done, 
but in the ability of the faculty to anticipate the demands of the fu ture 
and to be ready to meet those demands as they arise.
An analysis of the present and proposed lines of education and co­
operation follows:
1. Cooperation and Investigation.
Past.
Assistance in estim ates and appraisals cooperation in the
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establishm ent of fo rest protective work. Lecture and educa­
tional work with and before allied organizations.
Proposed.
Silvicultural and management studies looking towards 
the determ ination of the financial possibilities in private for­
est management. The solution of the woodlot and wind­
break problem for the benefit of the farm ers of the prairie 
regions of the state.
Adaptability studies of exotic trees for both park, shade 
and field planting.
The utilization of by-products.
Collegiate training in Forestry.
This train ing must be divided into two lines:
a. General Forestry train ing—i. e., in the growth and 
m anagement of the tim ber crop up to the time of 
harvest.
b. Forest Engineering—i. e., in the harvesting and 
m arketing of the forest.
Both lines of specialization have been offered in the past 
and will continue to be given. The field is so broad and so 
technical that competent train ing  in both cannot be obtained 
in a four-year University course. F u tu re  developments in 
the industry will require additional lines of specialization. 
These can be added with but slight expansion of the present 
s ta ff  and equipment when the demand arrives.
Sub-collegiate vocational training.
The nation wide demand for assistance in the training 
and rehabilitation of disabled veterans was quickly met by 
the establishm ent of a two-year course in Forestry to meet 
the needs of those who, through lack of high school training, 
were unable to undertake collegiate studies. This course 
fitted  the ex-service man for field positions in Federal and 
S tate services and as scalers, etc.. in the industry.
A tem porary discontinuance of th is course appears ad­
visable a t  the end of 1923-24 school year. But few ex- 
Mi i i t e  men are now demanding train ing . Montana has 
more than fulfilled her obligation to the nation and to the 
men. Admittance will be readily  granted  those who can 
meet the University entrance requirem ents. Those who can­
not. will be allowed registration  and train ing  in the annual 
Short Course.
Eventually this two-year train ing  course for field men 
in orestry must be re-established. The rapidly decreasing 
tim ber supply of the State and the Nation will require a 
higher degree of train ing and skill among the field force 
than can be given in a three m onths’ course. The manage-
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ment of a trac t of growing timber is a highly technical 
undertaking, if rightly  done. Those who put into operation 
the plans of the forester or forest engineer must be equipped 
to do so intelligently. Experience has shown tha t a two- 
year special course sim ilar to the State’s Sub-Vocational 




The three months’ Short Course given in Montana is 
the largest and most comprehensive of its kind in the coun­
try. Despite rigid entrance qualifications it draws students 
from all over the United States. I t has now become neces­
sary to limit the attendance solely to those who can show 
good reasons for the ir presence. This success can be a ttr ib ­
uted only to the quality and serviceability of the instruction 
given by the staff of the Forest School, the special lecturers 
from the Forest Service, and the various departments in the 
state organizations.
This course should tie continued until necessity for more
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detailed instruction compels field officers to undertake a 
longer period of training. I t  can then be varied in subject 
m atter th a t it may serve as a  review  course for both pro­
fessional foresters and field employees.
5 . Extension work.
High school and public school work. This has been 
lim ited in the past to miscellaneous lectures a t vocational 
conferences, fire prevention campaigns and sim ilar activities. 
This work must be supplemented by the preparation of data 
for high school source them es; outlines for high school cur­
ricula best adapted to meet the requirem ents of students ex­
pecting to undertake collegiate work in F o restry : the prep­
aration  of displays for fairs and sim ilar purposes; compila­
tion and publication of lecture m ateria l for women’s clubs, 
civic organizations, etc., and the preparation  of leaflets, etc., 
for grade schools.
An intensive educational campaign has been carried  on during 1'ire 
Prevention weeks in 1!)22 and 1923. Selected men from the lumber 
industry, the S tate’s Forest Departm ent, the Federal Forest Service or 
the School of Forestry  have visited practically  every school in the 
western p a r t of the s ta te  in an  endeavor to spread the gospel of forest 
lire prevention and conservation of the tim ber resources. Supplemental 
work was done w ith all organized clubs and civic bodies. Every possible 
means is utilized to place the fire problem before the pepole and to se­
cure the ir cooperation in saving M ontana’s w ealth for M ontana’s people.
FO RESTR Y CLUB
The Forestry Club, including most of the students and faculty of the 
school, is w ithout a doubt the biggest and livest organization on the 
campus.
W ith the completion of the “New Shack,’’ the club has been fortu­
ne e in securing a club room which is second to none in the University.
n ug l ib ia ij  is used as a get-together place for forestry  students, and 
all regular meetings a re  held here. A large fireplace, game heads and 
magazines galore, as well as the spirit of inform ality  and fraternalism  
which always prevail, help to make it an ideal club room. Albums, pic- 
additional trophies of the hunt a re  being secured and will be 
added to the present decorations.
AssoctnH M° n ta" a Forestry Club is affiliated w ith the Intel-national 
discuss v  t T o St.ry s’ nn organization which meets annually to 
was held i x ll f  ^  Pr°blemS’ L ast the convention
The ' h *’ and MOnta“a aeted 0 8  're s id e n t club and host.
bv le s  C o H  g ,WaS heW a t  AmeS’ l0Wa’ aUd M ontana "■* represented by Les Col\ ille, who reported a very successful meeting
Membership in the club is lim ited to students of forestry who sig-
ft- A.F..C I  Convention j z f'N me-MiLcJ C am ps  1
lCd»tin£ T 5 5 S  ForaStr/jWl!^
\A t" UvTCuib  ̂near\ fviontctna ForeSfc^C lub 'F \o<*.t . j
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nify their desire of joining by signing the rolls and constitution, and sub­
mitting to the initiation which is held curb year a t Spring Camp. The 
purpose of the Club, as stated in the preamble, is to stim ulate interest 
in foiestry m atters and to promote good fellowship among the students.
Meetings a re  held twice a month in the new shack—Pinchot Hall— 
and the program is laid out with a view to securing the objects of the 
organization. A fter the business meeting an inform al talk  is given by 
an expert on some topic of forestry of kindred m atter. The Club has 
been fo rtunate  in the class of lecturers it has been able to secure for 
meetings. The U. S. Forestry Service m aintains a large corps of scien­
tific and adm inistrative experts a t  the D istrict Office in Missoula, 
and these men are always willing to talk  on the ir individual specialties.
Then follows the social part of the program. The club has purchased 
a piano and several of the members are experts on this and other musical 
contrivances. W restling and boxing matches, movies, songs by the quar­
tette, w ith an occasional number by Fay or .Terry, and other forms of 
entertainm ent a re  provided. The meeting concludes with hot dogs, 
doughnuts and coffee, served by Paul Bunyan cooks.
The activities staged by the Club during the school year a re  many 
and .varied. , Soon a fte r  tlle beginning of school a picnic is held up one 
of the nearby canyons so as to get the new members and old-timers 
acquainted w ith one another. The last picnic was held in M arshall Gulch
in the T ,  t  a T <1 tlme " aS enjoyed h-v all. The moon was just
a,Sines* f  l !  date-"ak in g  agency did a flourishing
h e l^ to  k S  th 6  “ erS' SmaUer hikes and 8 , 1  occasional dances help to keep the ball rolling throughout the year.
e n t e r e d ainS the°T aTt ’ d e P i,CtU l\8r a  f 0 r e s t e d  m o u n t a i n  a n d  lo o k o u t  t o w e r ,  w a s  e n t e r e d  i n  t h e  University Mav Dav p a r a d e
school T r i l 8, f r  bt h ,lie C1Ub late in Mav’ ju s t before the end of 
I t  m l  b a L ? r »  f  aS a fareweU to tuc graduating class,
tiireo t banquet a number of professional foresters who have given lec­
tures a t  the school are usually guests.
Speeches and songs enliven the meal until finallv -College Churns”
*• to,mc,"b  «—    Jm
S T  5 T w T S " 1 c “” pv  " *  • — * 
Howard Niokolaus. t m M , \  Leroy
THE F O R E ST E R S’ A N N U A L  BA LL
B y  S A M  F .  H A R R IS
th e  ^ o rL te r t  f n L a f B a f  he n t ,°f  ^  F O re S try  Scho<)1 t h e  campus, 
season. E a L  y ea r” t  h S  b e e n  V  • " *  of t h e  social
s r , „ ^
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I niversity for the event. This gave them an opportunity to stage the 
greatest ball known and entertain  the largest crowd ever assembled a t 
the University or in Missoula for a like purpose, there being some seven 
hundred people in attendance. The committee was highly commended 
by Chancellor Brannon, President Clapp of the University, sta te forest 
officers, D istrict Forester Morrell and many others from the d istric t 
office.
The Chancellor expressed his gratification a t being able to attend 
what he classed as the greatest social activity  of this nature tlint he had 
ever participated in. He emphasized the importance of the ball as a 
means of solidifying the student body, of promoting good fellowship, of 
bringing the faculty and the student body together on a democratic 
footing, of giving each and everyone the opportunity to toss aside his 
"soup-and-fish” and social stiffness and don the garb and old-time happy- 
go-lucky attitude of the true W esterner—to really and truly lose himself 
among the joyous dancers.
» * * * » *
As one crosses the threshold, he stops short in amazement and won­
ders what hallucination has transported him into some fairy  canyon. 
He blinks a t the harvest moon slyly peering a t  him through the dark 
limbs of a pine, as he sniffs the pungent odor of cedar and fir. The moon, 
sinking in the gap, ilumes the western slope, heavily timbered, and the 
eastern slope, which has been ravaged by the demon fire. N ature had 
walled in the peaceful little oasis with living green timber, which seemed 
to watch in protective and benevolent silence the brilliant and picturesque 
forms of the dancers.
A soft rosy glow from an open doorway extended an irresistible in­
vitation to ta rry  a  while in the Ranger’s Dream of Heaven. Numerous 
couples were beguiled into lounging luxuriously among the soft cushions 
in the deep armchairs, while the stra in s of a dreamy waltz or a joyous 
fox trot strove to lure them away from the restful spell of soft lights 
on green boughs.
Ju s t another door away a bright glaring light guided one's steps to 
where could be heard the clink of glasses and bottles, the slap of cards, 
the shuffle of feet as the bartenders attem pted to quench the th irs t of 
eager dancers, and above all, the insistent voice of the eryer a t the rou­
lette wheel, “Round and round the little  ball goes. W here she stops 
nobody knows.” Ju st one peep through the open doorway and one is 
lost. A th irst tha t one never knew existed springs into being with ju st 
one glance a t rows of bottles bearing intriguing labels. Couples are 
shuffling through the sawdust for ju s t another drink, while the weary 
bartender leans his monstrous fram e against the bar, mops his streaming 
brow and tells his assistants to “give ’em w hat they w ant.” After one 
has quenched his thirst, lost all his Paul Bunyan money a t the roulette 
wheel and card tables, and has s ta rted  to escape, he casts one more 
lingering look a t the vivid pictures adorning the walls and the old-time 
bur and fixtures, which carry him back to other days which are gone, 
but not forgotten.
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The strains of music a ttra c t one’s attention  to a lookout cabin in the 
center of the ballroom, or more properly speaking, of the miniature 
canyon. The be-whiskered musicians, smoking the ir old corncob pipes, 
clothed in typical ranger garb, industriously sawing violins and blowing 
trumpets, g ran t encore afte r encore demanded by the applauding dancers. 
If  Paul Bunyan could have viewed the varieties of rangers, lumber jacks, 
trappers, Indian maids and pioneers, he would have rubbed his eyes in 
amazement.
The unoccupied chairs testified th a t a t a successful dance wallflowers 
fail to bloom.
The dancers could scarce tear themselves aw ay from  the bewitching 
waltzes and fox tro ts long enough to skip over to the Forestry Library 
for a m idnight lunch, but when once there, they showed no inclination 
to leave the ir nu t sandwiches and coffee.
The morning afte r the ball found the office of the Dean of Forestry 
deluged with congratulations on the stupendous success of the affair. 
The Rangers, or short course students, who had heard  so many fairy 
stories of the ball, adm itted th a t fairy  tales do sometimes come true. 
Regular students and faculty members who have attended many like 
affairs in the past could not find words to express the ir thanks to the 
committee, which had so successfully handled the affa irs . The 1924 ball 
has set a higher standard  for like events in the fu tu re . The ball is 
over, but the memories will live forever.
“In to  th e  D in  an d  G lare”— L o u n g e -L iz a r d  B a r .
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NINE-M ILE TRIP
B y  M A R V IN  R IL E Y
Approximately one hundred and twenty-five students of the Forest 
School of the University of Montana, together with about ten members 
of the faculty, Anaconda Copper Mining Company officials, photogra­
phers, etc., took a trip  to the Anaconda Copper Mining Company’s logging 
operation a t the Nine-Mile camp, as one of the features of the I. A. F. C. 
convention, which was held here in March, 1923.
At 7 a. m. on the morning of March 10, the party  gathered a t the 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul station, where the log train , with a 
couple of passenger cars attached, was to take us to the camp.
Before we ever left Missoula, the firs t real excitement of the day 
occurred. One of the University profs appeared on the scene, proudly 
wearing a white collar and a necktie. I t might seem only proper to wear 
this attire, but the Forestry student of the W est has no desire to hide 
his identity. After a short but snappy struggle the collar and tie dis­
appeared.
Judging from the way the gang boarded the train , one would think 
that every man was taking Improvement Construction and was practicing 
climbing phone poles, and the caboose was the favorite spot. A fter a 
time we all were placed and on our way.
That trip up was agonizing to say the least. Banjoes, ukeleles and 
mandolins were in perfect discord and some alleged singing took place 
until the performers were forcibly quieted.
From the time when we arrived a t  the headquarters camp until the 
dinner gong sounded, all busied themselves in looking the place over. 
Some of the younger men had apparently never been in a lumber camp 
before and they sure got an eyeful. The entire camp was open to us, 
and in true forester fashion, we didn’t  lose the opportunity. While a t 
headquarters camp a group picture was taken and th a t photographer 
gave a great display of patience before the agony was over.
The next thing in order was th a t p art of the trip  which will always 
remain with us as the most vivid impression of the day. The flunky 
didn't have time to sound the dinner gong before he was actually mobbed. 
Such a feed had never been seen before and probably never will be again. 
I t is worth a long and tedious journey to eat a meal like we had a t 
headquarters camp tha t day. The only person who failed to thoroughly 
enjoy that meal was the aforementioned prof. The m athem atical formula 
of chance failed to work, but a cook with a butcher knife in his hand did 
work, and the hat was taken off.
No sooner had the last man left the mess house than the real business 
of the day began. Seats had been arranged  on log cars and we were 
taken to Camp No. 3. W hat a ride! I f  the concern th a t makes th a t 
particular “Shay” engine could see where it goes, they would advertise 
them as tanks for use in the next war. There were only about five 
bronco busters on the trip  and these were the only ones who could stay
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on the engine. And th a t so-called track! Now we know where the 
expression originated th a t it would “break a  snake’s back to follow that 
track.” An old Irishm an who is team ster on a chute there and who 
was on the firs t drive th a t was ever put. into Nine-Mile creek, says that 
he was told th a t the track  was made from  P aul Bunyan’s corkscrew, but 
he doesn’t believe th a t because the track  is too rough and crooked.
Despite all handicaps imaginable, the “Shay” finally  landed us on 
the operation a t Camp No. 3. Ilere  we had an  opportunity to see three 
kinds of chute logging in one chute. The logs were s ta rted  by gravity, 
then horse power was used, then more gravity on a 30% slope, and then 
a donkey engine and cable finished the job of bringing the logs in a dis­
tance of over a  mile. As soon as the logs arrived  a t the yard, the jammer 
picked them up and accurately placed them on the w aiting cars.
Not to be out-done by any lumber-jack, some of the fellows proceeded 
to ride the logs down the chute, w ith various degrees of success. I t  was 
a t this time also th a t one of the students succeeded in persuading the 
prof to give aw ay the last cigar of his favorite brand.
A fter having taken in all of the sights of Camp 3 the visitors de­
parted for Camp 4 where more skidding, chuting and loading was being 
done. By th is time the March wind was beginning to blow and more time 
was spent in try ing to keep warm than in looking around. The majority 
had seen more than  they had expected or had ever seen before and all 
were sure th a t they had had their money’s worth.
Soon the w histle blew for the s ta r t home and everyone was ready. 
Spirits were not dimmed, however, and as many rem arks were cast at 
the entertainm ent offered as had been on the m orning trip.
Everyone felt well repaid for the tr ip  and surely appreciated the 
efforts of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company, through their repre­
sentatives, Mr. Haines and the camp foreman, Mr. McKenzie. After­
ward, in talking over the trip, the most common rem ark heard was, 
"Man, w hat a feed th a t w as!”
A N N U A L  INDOOR M EET
Some three hundred boosters of the Forestry game met in the new 
gymnasium Mednesdgy night, March 12, to witness the most spectacular 
contest e \e r  staged between the Rangers tshort-course students) and 
the Regulars, or regular students in Forestry. This was the t e n th  
annual meet between these two bodies. A great deal of credit is due 
Professor Clark and the committee for the success of the meet. The 
various contests on the program were entered into w ith zest and enthu­
siasm. especially by the Rangers, who were determ ined to win. The 
Rangers were highly gratified with the final score—17% to 40% in 
their favor, being the firs t time the Regulars have ever been defeated 
by the Rangers.
Milton R itter, Regular, won firs t place in the rope climbing contest by 
ascending the rope like a red squirrel going up a hickory tree. Cottam,
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Ranger, was a close second. The Rangers displayed a g rea t deal of 
science in the Tug-of-War. and with a bulldog grip on the hemp they 
steadily pulled the regulars over the line.
This even was followed by a basket ball game which will be long 
remembered by the spectators. A t times the players on both sides dis- 
paye real gridiron tactics. From time to tim e could be heard the 
eferees shrill whistle as he waited for the players to disengage them­
selves from a “squirming, struggling, kicking mass.” For all their 
« S 8  great deal ° f  SCienCe was exhibited, such as quadruple 
• , W!th the left hand’ then w ith the head, followed with the
rig  ̂ Vinci and finally with both hands. Spencer went around the Regu- 
ars end repeatedly for a touchdown, only to  be foiled a t  the last 
moment. The final score gave the Regulars the game, 24 to 6 . The 
outstanding features of the game were the sportsmanlike attitude of the 
Players, the hilarious enthusiasm of the spectators and Dr. Schreibers 
S 11 wlnStle, which could not be subdued by the Doctor’s cracker diet.
Rutherford, Ranger, showed great ability to exist on a dry diet in 
case o an emergency, by eating ten crackers in two minutes and emitting 
a shrill whistle at the finish.
Whiting won the chopping contest for the Rangers by wading through 
a 14-inch log in one minutes and 18 seconds. The Regulars afte r 
" a , K thls exhibition of axmanship, pulled in their “longhorn’s” and 
conceded the chopping honors to the “Shorts.”
Fields and Crowell represented the Regulars on the two-man
Sa" \ .  , s h o w e < 1  Kreat sportsmanship and courage but were short on
practical experience in m anipulating the thin ribbon-like piece of steel.
ey could not believe the referee when told they had performed the
miracle in 34 seconds. Whiting and Flodberg then took the saw for the
Rangers. The piston on a high-speed engine had nothing on them ; the
Uay \ back and forth across th a t log severed it in 1 3
seconds.
Tf’° Regulars, represented by Post and Crocker, won the packing con­
es , w ich amounted to an exhibition performance, the Regulars declining 
o compete after observing the speed and accuracy of the Rangers.
,, T.e<‘hhng’ a t 1 5 6  P°«nds for the Regulars, and Feight, 175 pounds for
Rangers, wrestled two six-minute rounds to  a draw. Mechling
w hnf t/ 1- 'ght0r man’ hnd conditioned himself for the M tournament^ 
Feight entered the bout without a workout.
,,, , rJy'® seeond wrestling bout, between Cottam, 149y2-pound Ranger,
Winn- 149%-pound Regular, was snappy from the start, Cottam
winning in ten seconds.
Excellent sportsmanship was displayed by both sides. The Rangers 
-  °n .t ‘e' r t0es fl’om the s ta rt- were well organized and ready to jump 
' ° ' ent nS ^  °ame np’ wbile the Regulars were slow a t times, 
h( ’ ' " ’f  °ne or two events to go by default. As the contestants on 
was apparent d ° n ^  fl°° r ’ ** stri,dng exhibition of good fellowship
the th!  ClOSe ° f tbe meet’ eats were served in the Forestry Library bv the Forestry Club.
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M ONTANA D R U ID S
The need for a society of forestry upper-classmen has been felt for 
a  long time. An organization of this kind would promote closer re­
lationship between the members of the F orest School and its Alumni, 
and could assist deserving members in the profession to find their respec­
tive places. I t  could also foster the Forestry Club, help perfect a united 
and sincere body of foresters, and would act as an incentive for under­
classmen.
W ith these objects in mind, a group of jun io rs and seniors con­
vened early  in February  and decided upon the most practicable _ course 
of organizing such a group. I t  was finally agreed upon th a t a student, 
in order to be eligible, must be regularly enrolled in the Forest School, 
must have jun ior standing, w ith a  C grade in  a t  least 9 5  credit hours, 
and m ust have a  sincere in terest in the profession. H e m ust also be 
an active member of the Forestry Club and m ust have engaged in extra­
curricular activities in the University. Forest School faculty members 
are also eligible, and a provision is made fo r Alumni and honorary 
membership. I t  was decided to name the society the “Montana 
Duids,” in honor of the ancient Tree W orshippers, or Druids, of the 
British Isles, and a shield bearing an M and the leaf of the white oak 
was chosen as the emblem.
VOCATIONAL TR A IN IN G
B y  R. H . C A N F IE L D
The true  value of a school is measured in term s of service to hu­
manity. The faculty  is the h eart of the school. On it, in no small 
measure, falls the responsibility for the degree of service rendered.
The M ontana Forestry School is extrem ely fortunate in  the posses­
sion of a faculty of which each member has added to his technical train­
ing the knowledge of forestry and of men th a t is gained only through 
practical experience in the field.
To this practical knowledge and the leadership of these men the 
characteristic good fellowship and fair-mindedness, which is dominant in 
the class-room or club, is chiefly due.
The readiness to meet the problems of life is another dominant char­
acteristic of the school. This fact was dem onstrated by the attitude of 
the faculty and the students toward the V eterans of the World War. 
M ontana was among the firs t to open her doors wide to the Vocational 
men.
E ntrance requirem ents were waived and for a tim e an opportunity 
guen  those who fell short of the requirem ents to m ake up the required 
subjects. Class-rooms were over-crowded, instructors over-worked, but 
no man faltered  or failed. The reclam ation project, involving the re­
building of broken and discouraged hum anity, was under way. Faith 
in men had to be built into a m ass of wreckage th a t had little or no
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vestigae of faith left. In terest in life and living had to be revived. A 
way must be provided by which these men might give again and thereby 
add to the gift to humanity which had deprived them of their strength 
and health.
lh e  success of this project is assured. The morale and courage, 
which in the old days knew no defeat, is again in evidence.
One hundred and thirty-seven Vocational men have enrolled in the 
■school of Forestry. Eighty of these were transferred  to other lines of 
training or returned to the hospitals because their disabilities were such 
as to prevent their entering the field of forestry.
As evidence proving the worth of th is project there is a lis t of 
twenty-eight men th a t have been rehabilitated in forestry. Twenty-three 
of these are practicing forestry either in the United States Forest Service 
or in the employ of private concerns.
In the preceding quarter, eleven of the twenty-nine men in  school 
made the honor roll.
The above figures not only prove th a t the men have taken advantage 
of their opportunity but it also shows th a t the school is making a record 
to be proud of.
SPRING  CAMP
The 1924 Spring Camp will be held a t the Biological Station at 
Flathead Lake, May 10 to 18. The camp is p art of the regular forestry 
work for the year and each student is required to attend.
Due to the location a t Yellow Bay, directly a t the foot of the mighty 
Mission Itange, the camp offers excellent opportunities to put into actual 
practice the things learned in the class-room. Classes will be held in 
surveying, mensuration, silviculture, forest management, grazing man­
agement, ecology, and other forestry courses. Trips will be taken to 
the mill a t Somers, to the state fish hatchery, and to near-by logging 
operations. The “Helena,” a 120-foot steamer, has been chartered for 
the week and will be used to transport the students and equipment from 
I’olson to the camp and to points, such as Somers and Wild Horse Island, 
where classes are held.
The social aspect has not been neglected, however, and the entertain­
ment committee promises to keep things humming a t all times. Trips 
aboard the “Helena” will enable the students to visit places of interest 
about the lake, and plenty of row-boats will be on hand for races and 
for fishing purposes. Many aspiring Ike W altons were ready to disprove 
Chief Myers’ claim tha t he caught the largest bull-trout in the lake in 
1922. The Chief also expected to be there to gather further scientific 
facts about the differences between “Dolly Vardens” and “bull-trout.” 
These pet ambitions have been shattered, however, by the game laws, 
which do not permit fishing until May 28. Professor Spaulding has 
issued his annual challenge to all horseshoe tossers, and some of the 
lumberjacks from the logging classes have signified their intentions to 
take on all comers in the log-rolling contests in the Bay. Occasional
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mail trips to Poison w ill break the monotony of camp life for those 
young Romeos who have fallen victims to the wiles of the fa ir co-eds 
on the campus. Lack of mail service proved disastrous in other years 
and caused several love-lorn foresters to hike tw enty miles in order to 
catch an early  tra in  back to Missoula.
The camp offers a week’s intensive practice, besides providing clean, 
wholesome fun for the men, and will be of g rea t benefit to all, especially 
to the freshmen who are  leaving for the field fo r summ er work in a few 
weeks.
TH E N E W  N U R SE R Y
B y  H A R O L D  H IC K S
A fter many years of w ant and desire by the departm ent of silvicul­
ture, work has begun on a nursery, which should fu lfill all expectations 
and requirem ents for the School of Forestry.
The plot, which covers about three city blocks, equivalent to five 
acres, lies ju s t south of the Gymnasium and a t  the foot of Mt. Sentinel. 
This site was chosen for three reasons: (1) w ith  Mt. Sentinel on the 
east, rising 2 0 0 0  feet, protection will be given the young growth from the 
early m orning sun, thus reducing dam age from  fro st and sun-scald to a 
minimum; ( 2 ) sub-irrigation from the m ountain slope will be of benefit, 
and (3) the soil is deeper and more fertile a t  the foot of the mountain. 
Probably the greatest disadvantage to this location will be danger from 
wind, which may blow the soil from the seed beds.
Seed will be s ta rted  in the beds, and afte r one or two years the 
seedlings will be transplanted  in rows. A fter two years in the transplant 
rows, they will be ready for final planting in the field.
I t  is the present plan to keep supplied with seedlings the new Forest 
Reserve, which was recently placed in charge of the Forest School. This 
reserve is thet old m ilitary reservation, about four miles south of school, 
in P attee Canyon. Reforestation experiments will also be tried on the 
lower east slope of Mt. Sentinel. The nursery will be used as a source 
of tree stock to the people of the state, a t  cost; and also for street and 
park use throughout the state. Native conifers will be used for re­
forestation, while hardwoods will be grown for aesthetic purposes. I t is 
also planned to experiment on a small scale w ith a large number of 
species, probably 200 varieties. P articu lar atten tion  will be given to 
trees suitable for “dry land” ranch planting.
The nursery should be of interest as well as of g reat practical value 
in trying out seed from various parts  of the country. The conifer seeds 
were gathered throughout the Northwest and the hardwoods in the 
eastern p a rt of the TJ. S. Some of the local seed was collected by stu­
dents from the school, while some was purchased from  the U. S. Forest 
Service.
This project will not only be a great addition to the School of For­
estry, but will soon be serving the people of the state, who have long 
been in need of a reliable source for tree seedlings.
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A  C orner o f th e  F o r e s te r ’s  L ab oratory .
THE FO R E STE R ’S LABORATORY
Wo have heard of many and varied forms of laboratories. The 
chemist, the botanist, the geologist, the journalist—all have their own 
forms of laboratories. Once, even, we heard  a lawyer refer to a ‘'law 
laboratory.”
Every day, year in and year out, the forester’s duty takes him into 
his workshop—his laboratory. Stretching from  coast to coast and from 
border to border, containing all the chemist’s chemicals, the botanist’s 
genera, and the geologist’s rocks, and those organisms and inert things 
which are sacred to the forester’s profession, his laboratory is the largest, 
the most complete, the most harmonious and the most beautiful on earth.
Giant pines and firs in rows like test tubes, lakes, w ith emerald- 
colored, icy water, in place of retorts, glaciers th a t have endured through 
countless ages, towering crags, containing all the geologist’s rocks, and 
plains and meadows with a wonderful abundance of plant life—these 
constitute the forester's materials. H is tools are men, tanned and 
weather-beaten—empire builders. His products? Homes for a million 
families, lumber for commerce, ships, fields made green by flowing water, 
electric power that lights our streets and homes and does the Nation’s 
work, fa t cattle and countless bands of sheep, lakes tot admire, green 
trees to rest under—these are his products. They exist because of his 
labor and effort. Days in the open, nights on the trail, fighting fire, 
riding, climbing, packing—his work. The satisfaction which comes only 
from service—his compensation.
Made by Providence, guarded by men wearing the P inetree Shield, 
the forester’s laboratory furnishes the m aterials and the products from 
which other laboratories are made.
—H. E. S.
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SUM M ER W ORK
There are two periods during the seholattc year when much medicine 
is made in the Forestry Clnb-room, the various men’s dorms, and wher­
ever Foresters a re  prone to congregate a fte r classes. The freshmen stu­
dents, uninitiated as yet in the m ysteries of summer work, usually listen 
in on these discussions and go away, somewhat apprehensive.
Along in May, when the campus maples are turning green, and 
hikers begin to populate the sides of Mount Sentinel, every forester feels 
the urge to go out into the Big Sticks again. A t th is time of year the 
talk  runs largely to questions about new forests, d ifferent lines of 
work, salaries, prospects of the coming fire season, and possible promo­
tion from last summer’s positions. There is usually great activity in let­
ter writing by those who wish to secure employment In d istan t districts 
or with private concerns.
Then, in the fall, when the “old-timers” reassem ble and become 
acquainted w ith the frosh, the talk runs to fires, trails, phone lines, 
grazing and other work accomplished during the field season just past. 
Lurid tales th a t pu t Diamond Dick in a back seat, a re  often heard. 
Exaggeration is never barred from a F orester’s conversation and, day 
by day. the packs carried become larger, the horses pitch a little harder, 
telephone poles become thinner and ta ller and shots made during the 
summer become more difficult. Each man m aintains th a t the particular 
forest on which he “performed” during the summer is the best forest in 
the country, and relative claims are often based on such advantages as 
the number of rattlesnakes, square miles of sagebrush, or the number of 
sheep grazed.
Adm inistrative work is always popular w ith M ontana men, and 
each summer they d rift to the four points of the compass, working for 
four months in positions varying from lookouts and smoke-cliasers to dis­
tric t rangers.
The tim e was, and not so very long ago a t that, when college men 
did not receive the recognition th a t was due them. T hat was in the 
days when the Service was young and logging companies did not realize 
the necessity for trained  logging engineers and technical foresters. The 
coming tim ber fam ine was only a vague shadow and scientific forestry, 
or ra ther the correlation of practical and scientific forestry, seemed 
a long way off.
Then. too. the tim ber shortage was more apparen t in the east than 
in the west, w ith the result tha t the eastern sta tes took the lead in 
placing forestry courses in the curricula of the schools. Men going into 
the Federal Service were unacquainted with w estern conditions, and they 
were long on dendrology and short on experience.
Along in 1910 the Forest Service provided a short course to be given 
a t the M ontana S tate University a t  Missoula, fo r the tra in ing  of rangers 
and field men. This course has been continued since th a t time and each 
w inter many “short horns” from all parts  of the west, and some from 
the east, are  introduced into the intricacies of botany, mapping and 
D. M. D s. The regular course lias been steadily bu ilt up and added to
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until it attained its present high standard. The two-year sub-collegiate 
course was a result of the AVorld W ar and was initiated to train  disabled 
war veterans for various forestry positions.
The Montana Forest School is fortunate in tha t it is situated in the 
heart of the western mountain country where the largest forests are 
located and where forestry and logging will be concentrated for a long 
time to come. Classes can be and are held in the field under the same 
conditions which exist in actual forestry practice. Trips to logging opera­
tions, to the Forest Service Nursery a t Haugan, to sheep camps, and espe­
cially to Flathead Lake for the annual Spring Camp provide the link be­
tween theoretical forestry in the class-room and practical forestry in the 
field. These trips are of great help to the newer students and serve as 
an introduction to western conditions. Thus, afte r a man has been a t 
school for three quarters, he has been in the field sufficiently to provide 
him with a knowledge of conditions as they exist in the field.
The officers of District 1, aside from the instruction they give in 
the school during the year, take a personal in terest in the students and 
assist in placing them in positions during vacations, where they will 
secure valuable experience. The freshmen are usually appointed as forest 
guards or “smoke-chasers,” where they have an opportunity to study 
fire protection, trail building, phone construction, forest improvements 
and similar phases of work. A careful record is made of their work 
and they are assigned the following season to work best suited to their 
talents. This work, aside from the training, is highly profitable and 
makes it possible for a student to earn the greater p a rt of his expenses 
through college after the firs t year.
Summer work plays a very im portant role in the Civil Service exami­
nations for forest ranger and for the more technical forestry positions. 
Without having had several seasons’ experience in the field it would be 
very hard, indeed, to pass one of these tests, and if it were possible to 
pass without much practical experience the appointee would be very 
seriously handicapped through lack of knowledge about conditions as they 
exist on the ground.
The returns from the Junior Forester and Junior Range Exam iner 
(formerly Forest Assistant and Grazing A ssistant) examinations demon­
strated the fact that Montana’s Forest School seniors are well qualified to 
step into technical and scientific positions in forestry and that the 
system of placing all students with the Service or with private concerns 
is not only practical but actually indispensible. Five men. of the six 
who took these highly specialized exams, passed and are now in line for 
appointment in technical positions in the U. S. Forest Service. This 
high average testifies very well as to the brand and quality of Mon­
tana’s forestry courses and the value of summer work in the foresters’ 
workshop—the out-of-doors.
Felix Koziol ,Marvin Riley, Ralph Crowell and Oscar Beckstrom were 
the lucky ones in the Junior Forester exam, while H erbert Sehwan came 
out on the high side of seventy in the grazing examination.
The following list is by no means complete. An attem pt has been
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made to present the inform ation concerning positions held by last year's 
students, but th is has been limited to the boys who are back in school 
this year. The upper-classmen, almost w ithout exception, were out in 
the field, made good, and, as this m agazine is going to press, are rolling 
up the tarp, packing the old duffle bag, and a re  getting ready to hit the 
tra il again.
Jam es D eJarnette, affectionally known as “Monk" to the men at 
the school, who, on April 16, 1924, passed over the last lonely trail that 
leads into the Valley beyond the G reat Divide, worked on the Pend 
d Oreille Forest in Idaho, as lookout. "Monk" was well liked in the 
Service as in school and was always more than willing to perform his 
share of any task  th a t needed to be done.
Practically  all the 1924 seniors were engaged in actual forestry 
practice in the field. They worked in all p a rts  of the west and came 
at v wit a \a iie ty  of tales, well told because of three years’ former 
experience, th a t amazed the under-classmen.
. .  , ^ ' Rro" n> otherwise known as “Doc." vacationed on the Cabinet 
a lona orest in charge of a tim ber survey party . Most of his wor k  
was done under pioneer conditions, often beyond the reach of even a pa ck
t -<ii i Step-nnd-aHalf Beall received an appointm ent as forest ranger
f ® , °” t Ranger d is tric t at Campsite, Montana, on the Jef­
ferson Forest. H is work was largely grazing.
R i v e ^ T i ^ r 1 1 0  WaS With 8n A' C- M’ Co- cruising party  on Thompson
his tori UPPei Blackf00t- Ijes’ well-worn Jeffersons testified to
storles concerning the roughness of the country.
as fiTe'^icirV ' '* n \ Cnt 1>aCk t 0  snnny C alifornia and was employed
amused W m self" t h .e . P l n m a 8  N ati,,na' Forest. A fter the fire season he 
amused him self cruising ,n the big tim ber in th a t country
sessi!nalPl"Kiî d T,r r Uav! n e < 1  in MiSS<mla and  a fh 'nded the summer school
summer on the and M arvin R ilcy also whiled away ihesummer on the campus in the same manner.
I.olo F o r e s / a s 'w i  Stationed on the Frenclitown Ranger District.
~  3  ZXrZnZVi0nnt*ia- ‘ ‘ B U d  ’ —  a” -
rdahoh where(heaw L k  ^ k 0 laI!S retUrned to his old haun ts a t Orangeville, 
His brother. H ow nrV * W a f ‘ r 6  Survey crew on the Nez Perce Forest. 
Forest, la ter doin"- trai'l' ^  s ta tl°ned as a guard  on the Sehvay National 
Fobv t construction work in the same locality.
employed as an a^sistn 1 1 ** I<,Catlon in tlle w hite pine country and w-as 
Forest, in "idaho aSS1Stant ranger on the Moyie D istrict, Pend d’Oreille
on Csilifornia and herded dudes
lookout. duties were those of fire-guard and
where he Imd c h a r g e “ ‘" r  / h<> ° rand  Canyon country in Utah.chaige of a ranger district on the La Sal Forest. His work
On f / i c  F ia th c a d
Qpackini on  thei Cabin& t.
£ PflCKinq s a l t  on th e  L a  S a l A/o.tiona I
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consisted m ainly of grazing and erosion control and some grazing studies 
work.
Allan Zamansky worked on an irrigation  project in the B itter Roots. 
He helped run lines and la ter tested the com parative usefulness of wood, 
concrete and earth  flumes.
Juan Daproza w as w ith the Forest Service, working in the vicinity 
of Seeley Bake, near Missoula, and la te r working on a surveying job.
Don G raham  w as doing entomological work in the western part of 
the state.
The Juniors showed the same spirit and took to the field with 
enthusiasm.
Harold Craven was employed by the E astern  Washington Timber 
Piotective Association, an organization of p rivate lumbering concerns, 
as a fire-guard, lookout and game warden.
John ( ranter followed the grazing game w ith a reconnaissance crew 
on the Helena N ational Forest under the guidance of “Parson” Sandvig, 
one of last year’s Seniors.
1 incente Caguioa, otherwise known as “Google,” was employed as a 
ianger in the Philippine Forest Service, coming to the S tates in time to 
enter the M ontana Forest School in the fall.
Jack Baggs was located a t Gold Creek Ranger S tation on the Mis­
soula Forest as assistant ranger. Jack spent some time on trail and
phone work but reports a quiet season with neither fires nor visitors at 
the station.
Harold Hicks was in th a t place where the summer men’s Form 4 b's 
tinally go, having worked in the T reasury D epartm ent in Washington, 
-L). C.
E arl Tennant had varied work on the F lathead Indian Reservation, 
his duties including fire  patrol, work in the sawmill, and drafting.
Bay Tennant was w ith the Montana S tate Forester, scaling logs 
and keeping track of brush disposal. Toward the end of the season 
he was fire patrolm an with the Blackfeet Forest Protective Association. 
Charles Craig attended summer school a t Missoula.
Stanley Lukens acted as head nurse to several million seedlings at 
the Io re s t Service Nursery at Haugan, Montana.
Riv TT  R° Wlan<i learned technical and scientific forestry  a t the Priest 
f u m m e f  ment “ Idah°’ " here he " as employed the
fo re s tT n *1  / el er8en TWOrked With the Forest Service on one of the toiests in Northern Idaho.
trietW o m°n? ° T er  T ” * SCattered aU over n a t i o n  but we have tned  to make the lis t as complete as possible
Flathead ̂ n nthanJ ? s  " T  & m y i a g  ontfit un South Fork of the ria tn ead  on the F lathead Forest.
g u a rd T n d  I .C r  J ° rked °D the P lum as in California as patrolman and 
guard, and la ter was on phone construction. Briggs claimed the summer
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was monotonous except for the occasional visits of three Chinese Indian 
girls who lived in the neighborhood.
Kalph Minges was appointed and took a ranger d istric t on the 
Leadville Forest in Colorado, la ter being transferred  to the Nebraska 
National Forest.
Harold Itussel started the season with tra il work on the Cabinet, 
later being put on as guard and lookout on the same forest.
I’almer l ’aulson attended summer school.
Harry Van Winkle was employed a t the Savenac Nursery a t Haugan, 
Montana.
Most of the special students and vocational men attended summer 
school. The following men were students during the summer q u a r te r : 
Bitney, Bliss, Bloom, Lee, McCoy, Moore, Myers, Schaub, Selberg. and 
Thompson.
Ray Bowers sealed logs for the K arren Lumber company a t Patrick 
Creek, Kalispell, Montana.
Centerwall spent the summer mapping burnt-over areas and survey­
ing on the Superior National Forest in Minnesota.
Colonel” Roy Canfield remained in Missoula and gained some 
1’. R. training at the Public Relations office on D istrict 1 . His improved 
brand of P. R. work seems to indicate a highly successful season.
Sam H arris worked on the Oregon National Forest near Portland. 
Sam s stories about the height of w aterfalls, cost of tra il construc­
tion. and the brand of scenery lead us to believe th a t it might be a de­
sirable place to work.
Merryfield cruised timber and chased contours on the State Forest 
near Ross' Hole and on Cameron Creek.
"( aptain ' Walt Sutter was a t the P riest River Experiment Station 
in Idaho, working on various silviculture study projects.
AN U N W R ITTEN  TOMBSTONE
This is the spot.
Where once there stood.
A stand of pine.
Both straight and good.
A stand that smiled.
Then laughed out loud. 
And brightened the world. 
Every time it bowed.
This is the spot.
Where once there stood. 
A carelass man.
Camped out in the wood. 
Who threw  a match. 
T hat burnt the pine. 
T hat flooded the world. 
W ith its bright sunshine.
—OTTO L. ANDERSON,
In American Forestry. October, 1922.
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TH E DOGIE
R iders circling ’round the bunch-ground, 
W here the mesa grass-lands are.
Cattle bawling, dust-clouds floating— 
Coyotes howling from afar.
Pinons flinging out the ir legions, 
Purpling in the evening haze— 
Spreading ’round the aspen ridges 
W here little  branding fires blaze.
Down where upland meets the desert 
And the sage gives way to sand 
S trays a  little  long-eared dogie,
Dost from out the round-up band.
Desert night is sw iftly falling,
In  the sky the evening star.
R iders slowly drifting  camp-ward— 
Coyotes howling from afar.
Fiendish laughs and howls and wails.
Shapes th a t d art from shade to shade.
Snarls and yelps about the carcass 
As the coyotes serenade.
—H. E. SCHWAN.
SPR ING
Come, roll up your sugans an ' pack up some chuck, 
l o r  spring ra ins are  failin ' on mountain an ’ plain.
Say—quit h ibernatin’! I t sure is good luck 
To see brown ea rth  a-steam in’ afte r the rain.
Tighten your pack straps! There’s gold over yonder— 
An’ if there isn't, there’s work for to do;
W e’ve wasted all w inter. Don’t sit there an ’ ponder— 
See there’s the t r a i l ! I t ’s beckonin’ you !
High rocky tra ils  over sunshine kissed ranges__
Paths through the cedars where ferns brush your knees. 
I he blue of the sky which the thunder storm  changes. 
The song of the stream s—and the wind in the tre e s !
J A C K  F R O H L IC H E R .
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HORSEBACK M EN
The horseback men were the freest men 
From the days of the big ice pack,
When they firs t crawled out of their musty den 
And followed a horse's track.
The caveman crouched in the dark  and died 
But his son found out th a t the world is wide 
When he climbed on a horse’s hack.
Horseback men, O horseback men,
Bowlegged bra,ve old c rew !
Here’s to  your kin where the free sta rs spin— 
Cowpuncher, Cossack and Bedouin,
Gaucho, Mongol and Sioux !
The bold Goth spurred into lazy Rom e;
Great Genghis loped w ith his force;
Our W esterner fought for his wide new home 
Bestriding a bronc, of course.
New land, new freedom, or ju st the deuce— 
Whenever the spirit of man broke loose 
He went and straddled a horse.
Horseback men, O horseback men.
The weak hide under their roofs.
But only the strong to your tribe belong 
So history’s mostly a horseback song.
And set to the thud of the hoofs.
But the sword bows down to the monkey-wrench 
And the saddle fades from the scene.
For the w arrior squats in a m iry trench 
Or charges by gasoline—- 
And grim Time, quitting h is old horse jog.
W hirs us forward into the fog
On the wings of a sw ift machine.
Horseback men, O horseback men,
Your long day dims a t last,
But your fame will climb to a myth sublime 
From the horse tracks on the tra il of Time 
And the echo of hoofs from the past.
—BADGER CLARK. Sunset.
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CHRISTM AS T R E E S
B y  M. W . T H O M P S O N  .
A s s is ta n t  D is tr ic t  F o r e s te r , D is t r ic t  2.
A census has recently been undertaken by the United States Forest 
Service to determ ine the number of Christm as trees retailed  in Denver 
during the last holiday season. This shows th a t fifty-eight individuals or 
companies took out city licenses authorizing the retailing  of Christmas 
trees. Questionaires have been sent to each of these agencies, the sum­
mary of which brings out th a t 47,400 trees were retailed in the city. 
In  addition, 6,900 surplus trees were brought in  which had to be dis­
carded because of lack of demand. About 5.500 of the Christmas trees
retailed in Denver were secured from  the Pike N ational Forest, the bal­
ance secured from  private lands.
According to the best inform ation available, there a re  292,492 people 
in Denver, and 62,000 houses and individual apartm ents here. The above 
inform ation is interesting in this connection, for it indicates that a little 
oi ei (5 per cent of the homes had Christmas trees. There is no higher 
use th a t can be made of trees than to gladden the h earts  of children and 
grown people, too, for th a t m atter, during the Yuletide period. While 
each year much publicity is given to the w anton destruction of trees 
for Christm as use, th is utilization of trees offers a very important 
means of improving the forests. This applies particu larly  to the dense 
stands of young growth which are frequently in such a stagnated condi­
tion th a t little  or no development can be expected w ithout making im­
provement thinnings.
In the cutting done on the Pike National Forest th is  past season, an 
average of 353 trees were cut per acre. The removal of these trees ma­
terially improved the condition of the stand, for a fully  stocked stand of 
th rifty  trees was left to grow on to m aturity. M arkets in this region 
or irees of sappling or even pole size are limited, which is an unfor­
tunate situation from the standpoint of Forestry, for in order to pro- 
< uce an ideal stand of timber, it is necessary to s ta r t  w ith a  dense stand 
of young trees and thin them frequently. The better trees are retained 
and freed of competition by the removal of a portion of the crop. This 
improvement cutting results in increased growth and the development of 
arger and better trees in a  much shorter time than if the stand is left 
to grow along in its wild state.
BIG CREEK FIRE
Some fellow dropped a match. He didn’t th ink 
th a t  (his whole wooded hillside would be burned 
Or th a t I ’d labor here (God: I ’d like a d rin k !)
Hell y e s ! A ranger's money’s easy earned.
JA C K  F R O H L IC H E R .
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FACTORS IN THE GEOGRAPHIC DISTR IBU TIO N  
OF PLA N TS
( Continued from Page 18)
California. From this center they subsequently moved northward and 
then eastward, some of them to the Rocky Mountains, but a considerable 
portion continued northward along the coast through British Columbia 
to Alaska. The principal elements in the Alaskan coastal forest are the 
Sitka spruce and coast hemlock, both propagated by small, wind-blown 
seeds. Fernow adduced an interesting explanation as to why these 
species failed to reach Kodiak Island and the Alaskan peninsula. In 
order for the seeds to be carried in this direction it  is necessary for the 
winds to blow from the north and east from September to May when the 
spruce and hemlock release their seed, and it should be dry tha t the 
cones may open. Just the contrary of these conditions prevails, however, 
and winds blow from the southwest heavily laden with moisture. A d if­
ferent explanation is brought forw ard by another w riter who attributes 
the delay in the northward migration to the extensive glaciers which 
flow from the mountains to the ocean. The forests of interior Alaska 
and northern Canada are of the A tlantic type and, sheltered behind the 
western mountain ranges from the coast influences, have continued north­
westward so tha t the balsam poplar, paper birch, aspen and white spruce 
have intercepted the Pacific forest a t  Cook Inlet.
The influence of glaciers is seen in another instance. John Muir ob­
served that the Sequoia forests of the high S ierras are in groups chiefly 
on the forest soil areas between the individual Sierra mountain glaciers 
now long since extinct. He points out th a t the broad gap between 
the northern and southern groves is exactly in the pathway of the great 
glacier that occupied the San Joaquin and King’s River basins. The other 
great gap, forty miles in width, between the Calaveras and Tuolumne 
groves was directly in the pathway of the huge ice sheet tha t filled the 
Tuolumne and Stanislaus basins.
While the whole history of protoplasm and life is bound up with 
the history of the earth ’s surface and atmosphere, the instances above 
cited are comparatively recent events. O ther and different examples of 
the operation of geological causes upon distribution might lie multiplied, 
but the few already presented must, in th is  brief space, suffice as illus­
trations. I t  remains yet to consider the effects of existing influences. 
These influences constitute the environment and must be considered al­
ways in relation to the complex natu re  of the species.
Climate, of course, has a great deal to do with the distribution of 
plants, but not all. Witness, for instance, the rapid spread of plants 
introduced from foreign countries. Some of our most troublesome weeds 
are foreign plants spreading over the whole of the United States and 
growing more luxuriantly than a t home. Nor should we conclude tha t 
all species in their present range have reached the lim its of their natural 
extension in a continuous tract. Every species has its general climatic 
requirements, but these are seldom absolutely fixed. They fluctuate some-
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times very widely between the minimum and the maximum of moisture 
and tem perature, w ith a point somewhere between which is most favor­
able. And they are  also susceptible of change as shown by the acclimati­
zation of plants in cultivation beyond the lim its of the ir natural range. 
I t is quite obvious though th a t some plants require much more heat 
than others, and to determine ju s t how much hea t was required for 
putting forth  leaves, flowers and f ru it the phenologists sought to measure 
the quantity. Recording the mean tem perature of every day afte r growth 
begins in the spring, they summed these m eans fo r each species up to 
the time of full leaf, flower or fru it. Thus one species may require a 
total of 1 0 0  degrees of tem perature to come to  flow ering; another may 
require 500 degrees to reach the same stage. And it  makes no difference 
whether the p lan t grows in la titude forty  or fifty , i t  does not arrive 
a t such stage un til it has received its  full quota, so to speak, of tempera­
ture units. This figures in the northw ard d istribution  since it is obvious 
that no plant can push its frontiers beyond the point where the tempera­
ture summations will perm it it to bear seed. Since there is a condi­
tion of tem perature most favorable for the production of seed in any 
species it  follows th a t any departure from th is optimum either way 
will slow tip the vital processes, and if  the departure is fa r  enough 
will resu lt in complete suspension of the functions. Accordingly, south­
ward distribution of northern plants reaches its  lim its in another but 
no less effective manner.
Moisture is a prime requisite for all growing vegetation. The maxi­
mum is not so definite a point as in the tem perature relation. Most 
plants will take all the w ater they can get, provided they are not smoth­
ered w ith it. The minimum point, as fa r as norm al functioning is con­
cerned, is th a t a t  which the cells begin to w ilt, though the extent to 
which the loss of w ater can go w ithout death  varies widely among 
plants, some being easily injured by wilting, others, a fte r  drying to a 
crisp, being able to resume their customary vigor as soon as moisture 
is again available. I t  is evident to the observer th a t the widest dif­
ferences in the size and structure of such organs as stems and leaves 
are expressive of the varied w ater relations of plants, as illustrated 
y comparison of desert plants with those of humid regions. Therefore, 
the extent to which a species can either conserve its w ater supply or get 
along with little measures its capacity to extend its range into dry or 
t < si 11 .iii.is. Most desert plants are  sun-loving organism s and will not 
endure shade and as soon as th e ir  soil is w atered to the point of 
m u tin g  less drouth-hardy species, they come into competition with 
moie shade-enduring im m igrants and may finally  suffer extinction.
In -North America as elsewhere the lines of stress as to temperature 
extend from east to west in relation to plant m igrations, but the lines 
of stress as to moisture, owing to the topography of the continent and 
the direction of rain-bearing winds, a re  from  north to south. Thus in
occunied h ^  t 0  WeSt th<‘ humid eastern section
weer th i ;  V<,<i (lw'idnous trees. ^ e n  the prairies of the middle
the hr U l> nl” f" ° sn"e and sPnrse grasses, the wooded Rocky Mountains, 
the broad basin between the Rockies and the Cascades, the heavily for-
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ested Cascade Range, the open valleys of W estern Oregon and the very 
heavily forested Coast Range, all frankly expressive in  their vegetation 
of the varying am ounts of moisture which they receive.
Tem perature and moisture vary also w ith altitude and it is the 
play of one or the other or both of these factors th a t affects the dis­
tribution of plants a t d ifferent elevations. Given a certain  absolute quan­
tity  of moisture,, in the atm osphere there is an approach to saturation 
of the atm osphere w ith increasing elevation, due to its lessening ca­
pacity for holding moisture. This results in more frequent precipitation 
and retarded evaporation, a condition doubly advantageous for plants, 
and accounts fo r the difference between forested mountain sides and 
treeless plains below. Above a certain  lim it, however, the rapidity of 
heat radiation  and consequent frequency of frosts operates to exclude 
tiees first, then shrubs and finally low herbaceous vegetation. The 
operation of cold is twofold : f irs t the actual depression of vital functions 
which comes w ith lowered tem perature, and, second, the drying effect 
due to freezing of soil w ater and the consequent inability of plants to 
absorb enough to make good the loss through transpiration. Further­
more, the drying effect is enhanced by high winds. W hile summer con­
ditions are usually accompanied by abundant m oisture a t  high elevations 
the w inter is especially the period of stress, when drying winds sweep 
the crests, reducing every exposed twig to b rittle  dryness.
Mountain ranges not only show im portant differentiation in the 
vertical distribution of their floras, but they also ac t as barriers when 
they lie a thw art the pathway of a m igrating species. And when several 
ranges lie parallel, as in the case of the Rockies, the ir effect is greatly 
increased and the mass elevation of the country over two or three 
hundred miles may effectually check the movement. Accordingly we 
see in th is region the meeting of the A tlantic and the Pacific flora, roll­
ing up like waves against a rugged shore, many thrown back, some 
rew crossing over.
Rut other barriers may be even more effective than mountain
ranges. Seas, icefields, deserts, plains, and forests may be absolute
barriers to all p lants except those adapted to the ir special conditions. 
I t would be quite as impossible for the elm to m igrate from the middle 
est across the plains as it would be for i t  to cross a sea, but it has
Lckey Mountam]sOWlng ^  b°tt0n'S S,°Wly t 0  S° me P°intS ta ^
in riotori COInposl' ,ion is less im portant than tem perature and moisture 
cient dlstribution of plants. Most soils contain a suffi-
a mount f  ' f  necessary ingredients so that, with the right
difficulty T i' Ure a n < 1  a ir ’ the m ajorit-v of Vhmts will grow without
ports soonisT T 6  r  CSSeS’ h°WeVer’ in whi<* the species an area sup- 
Lime is Tnn i J  7  related t 0  the Chemical im p o s itio n  of the soil,
told of an im  r 8  *  S ° m 0  PlantS and to r e p o 1  others. We are
son thoie Vnn ,mg ^  ® t0K 8t Rr<WlnS siliceous
upon W s t o n n  ■ a narr°W Streak 0CCUpk'd P ^ n ts  found commonly 
Upon invest! f  *" > ese Plan ts occupied no other p art of the forest.
Roman ro a J  t Z  \ ^  ^  the Strip " as ,he location of an old
md been paved with limestone. Fernald assembles
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the arctie-alpine plants of eastern North America into three groups 
associated with three kinds of soil of differing chemical composition. 
One of these soils, derived from granite, is rich in potash, the second 
abounds in lime derived from calcareous rocks of d ifferent kinds, while 
the third is from serpentine, bearing especially magnesium. These in­
stances, however, concern small areas and the larger movements 
of plant races is on the whole little affected by any special chemical 
characteristics of the soil.
The foregoing is a consideration of the environment in one form 
or another on the distribution of plants. But the environment acts only 
in relation to the nature of the organism. In  so far as the nature 
of a plant concerns tem perature and m oisture the kind of response it 
would exhibit might be inferred, but other m atters of profound signifi­
cance in the dispersal of species may have nothing to do with those 
factors. Such, for instance, would be susceptibility to disease. Certain 
'  aluable forest trees are predisposed to contagious and destructive dis­
eases, which obviously curtail their reproduction and greatly reduce their 
\igor in competition with others, and may actually lead to the practical 
extermination of the species. A tree’s demands upon light, as cited in 
case of desert plants, may result in its being but a temporary occupant 
of the land and its being supplanted la te r by more densely growing for­
ests, in fact, this is the almost inevitable fate  of such species, although 
much longer delayed in some cases than in others. Again the seeding 
habits of trees materially affect their progress. Given large capacity 
for seed production, beginning early in life and lasting into old age, the 
chances of success of tha t species would be greatly enhanced. Given 
also greater vitality, greater vigor of growth, greater facilities for dis­
persal and other advantages it might with assurance be expected th a t 
such a species would spread more widely and occur more abundantly.
Thus It may be seen th a t the distribution of plants over the earth 's 
surface is a resultant of complex interacting forces. And it  must be 
recognized that these forces are still actively a t work and always will 
be as long as life retains its vigor and the struggle for survival goes on. 
It is conceivable tha t a delicate balance between the myriad forms of 
life might be reached in nature, resulting in a fixed condition of d istri­
bution and prevalence, but if th a t condition is reached it must be afte r 
evolution has ceased to originate new and vigorous forms, and when 
cataclysmic forces no longer open new tracts for conquest and occu­
pation.
TRAILIN’ (U. S. F. S.)
Git along, you Ju n o ! Don't scrape th a t pack 
Along tha t tree! T hat’s right, step out,
There’s ten long miles ’tween us an’ sundown. 
W ranglin’, Packin’, rid in’. This isn’t 
Ju st the picnic the movie places show.
A movie? Is there such a thing?
Five months back in the tim ber 
An’ no mail the last three trips.
Git along, you Juno! j a c k  f r o h l i c h e r .
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RECREATION IN  THE NATIO NA L FORESTS  
OF M ONTANA
(Continued from Page 38)
Distinctive of the scenery of Montana are its mountains. For true 
mountain country, comparing very favorably with much in the United 
States or in foreign countries commonly visited by tourists, the region 
of the Beartooth is becoming better and better known. Granite Moun­
tain, the highest point in Montana, 12,875 feet high, for many years
leared its lordly head to a height and in a position made so impregnable
by cliffs and ravines th a t no human foot reached its top until 1923 when 
three Forest officers, afte r braving much danger and hardship, officially 
planted the United States flag on its top. The Mission Range, forming 
the boundary between the F lathead National Forest and the old F lathead 
Indian Reservation, yields a wonderful panorama of craggy skyline of 
snow-capped mountains interspersed w ith the deep green of alpine tim ­
bers. The mountain sights are ever changing. Though the rocks them­
selves are eternal, the alternating sunrises and sunsets, the changing 
clouds, the sudden thunder storms, the varying play of lights and
shadows continually th rill with new delights.
All these mountains are studded with nature’s gems, the mountain 
lakes which, in their deep blue or green stillness, m irror the towering 
mountains which frown down upon them. One can find less wild and 
larger lakes lying a t lowTer altitudes which are warm enough in sum­
mer to bathe in. Well-known and distinctive are Flathead Lake, lying 
close to a National Forest and the second largest body of fresh wTater 
wholly within the boundaries of the United States, and Seeley Lake, in 
the Missoula National Forest, a summer playground for many of the 
people of Missoula.
The streams and w ater courses, interspersed with w ater falls, allow 
not only a great opportunity for fishing, but of themselves are  delightful 
and restful to the eye.
Among the mountains are also to be found remnants of the pre­
historic glacial period of this region. The Grasshopper Glacier, north­
east of Yellowstone Park, in the Beartooth National Forest, is becoming 
increasingly known for its curiosity of a myriad of grasshoppers im­
prisoned in the ice, probably since prehistoric times. In  the Glacier 
Creek country, north of Missoula about th irty  miles as the crow flies, 
in the Flathead National Forest, there are very distinctive and unique 
glacial markings and scorings. This region has but recently been ex­
plored and in the near fu ture will prove a Mecca not only to sight­
seers but to students of geology.
On the Gallatin National Forest, ju st north of Yellowstone Park, is a 
region containing many wonderful specimens of petrified trees. Along 
the Boulder River, on the Absaroka N ational Forest, where, geologically 
speaking, there is a distinct zone of contact between igneous and sedimen­
tary rocks, there is some very unusually wonderful scenery and great 
opportunity for one who wishes to collect fossils of many varieties of the 
lower forms of sea life of prehistoric ages.
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visits the National Forests, he can feel th a t he Is trespassing on no one’s 
domain, but is viewing and enjoying a property which is in p art his own.
It is not the purpose of the Forest Service in managing the National 
Forests for recreation to duplicate the functions, methods, or activities of 
the National, S tate or Muincipal Park services nor to compete with such 
Parks for public patronage or support. Recognition must, however, be 
given to occurrence within the National Forests of the very many fea­
tures of recreational utility which are physically and geographically in- 
seperable from the truly economic utilities. These utilities singly or in 
combination afford the basis for great out-door recreation contributing 
to the entertainment and instruction of the public or to public health, 
and constitute recreational resources of g reat extent, economical value, 
and social importance. There exists a g reat natural public demand for 
them and no plan of National Forest adm inistration would be complete 
which would not conserve and make them fully available for public 
use. This use for recreational purposes of the areas now constituting 
the National Forests which began with the firs t settlement of the 
country will naturally grow os the population increases and as wild 
land is converted to cultivation. The preservation, development, and 
wise use of the recreational resources for the promotion of public wel­
fare is recognized as an important and essential factor of National 
Forest management.
CUSTO DIANS
Earth has provided for them all— 
The seed, the twig, the tree,
And not an acorn she lets fall 
About her thoughtlessly.
She has provided, where it fell,
The food for oak or p in e ;
Old Earth has done her duty well— 
And how have I done mine?
E arth  has attended all their days.
Their Mother N ature stands 
To shield them from the burning rays 
Beneath her leafy hands.
She will bring w ater from the sky 
And food from fertile h i l l ;
But if the tree shall live or die 
Depends on human will.
E arth  has erected beauty here, 
Has labored long and glad,
Has given us for many a year 
The hill-top forest-clad.
And now to you, to you and me, 
She gives the verdant vale, 
Custodians of all to be 
For all—and shall we fail?
-—American Lumberman.
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TO THE SPORTSMEN
When in need of Quality fishing tackle, send your orders to us as 
we handle one of the most complete stocks of fine quality  fishing tackle 
in the Northwest.
Your needs in anything in rods, reels, lines, baskets, etc., will be 
mailed you by re tu rn  mail, a t  regular re ta il prices and postage will be 
paid by us.
We m anufacture the highest quality tro u t an d  bass flies made 
anywhere, also complete line of both single and tandem  fly spinners.
Our prices on flies and spinners are as fo llo w s:
“S tandard Q uality’’ flies in all sizes and p a tte rn s .............. $2.00 per doz.
“Standard Q uality” dry  flies in a ll sizes and p a tte rn s ..... $2.20 per doz.
(W ith or w ithout snells)
N ature flies in twelve patterns, hook sizes No. 4 to No. 10.......50c each
or .................................................................................... $2.75 per half dozen
Single spinners w ith “S tandard” flies (any p a tte rn .....................85c each
Single spinners w ith N ature flies (any p a t te rn )  60c each
Tandem spinners w ith “S tandard” flies (any p a t te r n ) ................ 40c each
Tandem spinners w ith N ature flies (any p a tte rn ) ......................... 65c each




I t  don’t  make no difference w hat title  you got, i t ’s  w hat other people 
call you th a t counts.
Last season was fairly  successful. Saw the supervistor twelve 
times, supervisor saw me twice.
I m glad I don’t get paid for overtime—wouldn’t  know what to do 
with all th ’ money.
Say it w ith a home, and I ’ll grow the flowers,” rem arked th’ new 
schoolmarm to our grazing assistant.
When you do a good piece of WORK, don’t spell i t  backwards in 
telhn’ about it.
Our grazing assistan t has been combin’ over th e  old game reports 
a. . r CrlPtl°n ° f  th ’ RWI D0K tbe fellows talk so m uch about. 
bn„>w „ T ,* \ ‘  H" n se r *e
w.V£V"X,-" ™ ”■ '“bt 8,1 M“a “ “ ,0 s“
No. l o 'h a t B° b SayS b e d  ra th e r bave mo wenr a No. 11 shoe than a
mirror.
. . GRAZING.
,S f° ° fl for S e c t io n .” said the goat as he swallowed the
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A Forester is a guy who thinks you can tell the age of a bath tub the 
same as the age of a tree—by the rings.




Forest Ranger: “Are these field glasses any good? Will they 
magnify?”
Clerk: “Well, sir, if you look a t anything not over ten miles’ distant 
it will appear as if it were behind you.”-—L iterary  Digest.
WE WOULD, TOO.
Sunday School Tench: “When the Prodigal Son returned home his
father fell on his neck and wept. Why did he weep. Johnny?”
Johnnie: “I guess you’d weep, too, if  you fell on your neck.”
HANDY HINT.
A watermelon, cut longitudinally into strips, will, when fitted  with 
the proper curved hooks, make a splendid set of eoat-hangers.—Kaimin.
Ranger: “W hat are you doing?”
Smokechaser: “Helping the Lookout.”
Ranger: “W hat’s the Lookout doing?”
Smokechaser: “Nothing.”
“I came in here yesterday and asked for a steak.” 
“Yessir, and will you have the same today, sir?” 
“Yes, if nobody else is using it.”
Botanist: “T hat's a new plant. Wonder w hat family it belongs to?” 
Litte Boy; “Jones’s.”
Don't be so narrow-minded tha t your ears rub.
WAS YOUNG ONUE.
F aker: “Ladies and gentlemen, th is is the skull of the great Chris­
topher Columbus.”
Professor’s Voice from the Audience: “Why, th a t’s the skull of a 
twelve-year-old ch ild !”
F aker: “Sure, this is the skull of Columbus when he was twelve 
years old.”
EFFICIENCY.
Super: “W hat is the height of efficiency?”
Ranger: “When you can put your socks on from either end.”
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